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MURPHY DEMOCRACY IS BEATEN
IN THE UPSTATE DISTRICTS

TO

AT LUDLOW

...

Manhattan
Bronx. .

William Sulzer, deposed by
of his unlisted
cause in all three states the, tariff and tnany's exposure
was
to
contnouuons,
currency were Issues, and he felt the
three weeks
administrations policies had been up-- Pu,,lio offlce' less tl
na ving mtervenea since ne was re- jjgj
inoved from the governor's chair. He
Congressmen generally telephoned
""""'J' a
their congratulations to the White I1" reiu,n lu
a member of the assembly.
Many of
cam-who
House, and Secretary Bryan,
paigued in Maryland and New Jersey, the legislators who voted to impeach
he
expressed his satisfaction at the re-- i met defeat, with the result that
nouse.
suit. The' uresident already had s;?nt will sit m an
a telegram to Mr. Fielder, the victor On ihe basis of incomplete returns it
in New jersey, and dispatched other was estimated that the next assembly
messages- today. To David S. Walsh, j will be composed of 85 republicans,
elected governor of Massachusetts, he 17 progressives and 48 democrats,
said:
Many of the latter were said to be
heartiest congratulations. It men of progressive or independent
'My
was a eplendid victory, finely won."
tendencies.
To Blair Lee, democrat, elected
With much reduced pluralities, but
United States senator in Maryland, Dy a safe margin, the fusionists elect-thed William A. Prendergast comptrol- president wired:
"I .congratulate you and: the party )pr of tne city, and George McAneny
most warmly. The victory was com- - Resident of the board of aldermen.
plete."
They kept out of Tammany's hands
The president took a great interest the presidency of the three principal
in the various municipal elections, and boroughs, Manhattan,
Brooklyn and
sent to bis personal friend. Mayor the Bronx, and thus increased the
In Cleve
Newton D. Baker,
majority on the board of
land, the following message:
estimate, which controls the city's ex- "Please accept my warmest congrat-- 1)emijU,rea
The fusion vote on the
A
illations. It did us all good to hear boari will be u tQ Xammany-of your victory."
fusion majorjtv in the board of al- Unofficial returns sent to the White
Isn
House stating that Fielder had car
Democratic Congressmen Chosen
ried Essex county by 721 pleased the
The democratic congressmen were
president very much. Secretary Tu elected in the city from the Thirmulty declared that in Essex county teenth and Twentieth districts. From
t
faction of the demthe
the former George W. Lof was chosen
ocratic party had supported the re- to succeed the late
Timothy P. Sullipublican ticket.
van. Jacob H. Cantor was elected in
Secretary Bryan, in a statement, the Twentieth to succeed Francis Burdeclared yesterday's election afforded ton
Harrison.
the first opportunity the country had
returns from the municiComplete
had to express Usf.lf on any extensive
election show that John Puroy
pal
scale since the presidential election
Mitchel, the fusion nominee, led Edlast November and that the results ward 13. McCall, Tammany, by 121,209
could not be taken otherwise than as
Charles Edward Russel, so- of votes.
an endorsement of the policies
President Wilson.
Secretary Daniels said:
In Ohio
LITTLE LIKELIIIO
"As a rule the first elections after
Cincinnati Frederick S. Spiegel, rean administration has come into pow
publican, mayor.
er are not so substantially and so
OF A PAHTY CAUCUS
demX).
Newton
Baker,
Cleveland
of the
an
approval
overwhelmingly
mayor.
ocrat,
as were
Toledo Carl
Keller, republican, policies of the administration
election, DEMOCRATS CONTINE.TO WRES..
state
in
every
yesterday's,
mayor.
TLE WITH THE CURRENCY
administrathe
vote
that
shows
the
demo
J.
Columbus George
Karb,
PROBLEM
and
in
with
the
favor
people
tion is
mayor.
crat,
democratic
the
trust
party
that
they
In Indiana
Another com- Washington, Nov.
IndianapolisJoseph E. Bell, demo- - to fulfill the promises of reforms
promise currency plan, framed to rec
made last November.'
crat, mayor.
oncile
widely divergent views on the
Both Sides Claim Victory
Evansvllle, Terre Haute, Logansport,
administration
currency bill, was pat
Fort Wayne, Muncio and Anderson
of the
Doremus
Both Chairman
forward today by Senator Reedi in the
elected democratic administrations..
democratic congressional committee banking committee when it resumed
South Bend and Lafayette chose citand Chairman Woods of the republi- work.
izens' officials; Vlncennes elected recan congressional committee, expressSenator Reed proposed that 24 republicans.
ed satisfaction at the result of yester- gional hanks be created with stock
In Illinois
elections.
owned by banks and the banks to
Drys won 18 municipalities in south- day's
New Jersey and elect a majority of directors. His
"Massachusetts,
one.
wets
ern Illinois;
five; tied,
said Mr. Doremus, plan would provide that instead of
Women voted in a ratio of 4 to 1 Maryland voters,"
Wilson's keeping 7 per cent reserve in its own
President
endorsed
"have
saloons.
against the
progressive policies, including tariff, vaults or in the regional banks and
currency and Mexico. The results in- 5 per cent In the regional, bank, each
Wilson Is Pleased
interests member bank should' keep 4 per cent
Washington, Nov. 5 President Wil- dicate that manufacturing
on
tariff
not
in Its vaults, i in the regional bank
are
apprehensive
son- made.no official comment today
and 4 per cent in a general fund to be
on the democratic victories in New
controlled
hv the federal reserve
Jersey, Massachusetts and Maryland,
in
beboard
on
was
Washington.
he
Four)
(Continued
friends
told
Page
encouraged
but
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2,858
247

355,888 32.109
Independence Candidate Eelected
The election Dillard Bartlett, dem
ocratic and independence league can
didate, as chief justice of the
was constate court of appeals,
ceded today at republican state
It was estimated that he
had defeated William E. Werner, republican, by a plurality. of 7,000.
Frank H. Hiseo'.'k, the republican
and independent league candidate for
associate judge of the same court,
was elected toj a faf.e inargiij,
Not AWminis 'ation- - Victory
" .JtJltn
mayor-elect- ,
Puroy Mtfihei;
said this afternoon that he could not
be too emphatic n saying that the
national administration bad nothing
to do with his election.
"While President Wilson had been
very friendly to me, and I have no
doubt that he is pleased with the results," he said, "neither he or anybody
connected with the national administration took part in the city camIf the president had taken
paign.
part in the campaign he would not

j

of the

have had the
publican party."

re-

"Mr. Murphy is a good loser," he
added, with a smile as he read a telegram of congratulation from the
Tammany leader.
Edward E. McCall, the defeated
Tammany candidate, has gone to Hot
Springs, Va., for a rest, according to
an announcement made by one of his
campaign managers today.
"There will be another day," said
Charles F. Murphy this afternoon at
Tammany Hall.
"Are you going to resign?" he was

asked.
"Who said so?"

retorted the

"Do you consider

ARMSJURRENDERED

Tammany

IN HIDING

AMBASSADOR

Finds America in a Receptive Mood His Nation Will Make
Official Proposition This Country Will Not Recede From Its
Demand That Huerta Resign From Office, but it is Believed European Powers Can Covince Him He
Should Do So The Army is Ready to Move '

If He

NEAR TRINIDAD

Trinidad, Col., Nov. 5. The teuta of
the strikers at the Ludlow colony are
'eing searched this afternooa for
f.nd ammunition by Hie sta'e
to t aiephonic
in: ilia, .'Ccoidi
fxm the strikers' colji t!i s
afternoon.
The order was issued, it is said,
when John Lawson, after surrendering
60 rifles, stated to Major Kerby that
he did not believe he could secure
any more arms from the unionists.
of Forbes, a
The little,, village
Fuel
Mountain
the
Rocky
camp of
company, 12 miles north of here, was
occupied by the state militia this
morning following a small skirmish
shortly after midnight between strikers and guards' According' to the reGeneral
port received by Adjutant
Chase the strikers opened fire upon
the home of Robert Nichols, superintendent of the mine. The guards returned the fire and1 the attacking party
withdrew. No damage was done.
Troop C of the cavalry was dispatched
to Forbes at daylight and General
Chase followed later to make a personal Investigation of the affair.
Later he planned to go to Ludlow
for a conference with John A. Lawson
regarding the outbreak. The hospital
corps this morning resumed work of
inoculating the soldiers to render
them immune to typhoid fever.
Miners Return to Work
of
.Sixty rifles and two buckets
to
over
Major
were
turned
cartdiges
Kennedy by John R.; Lawson at the
this morning.
Ludlow tent colony
Eight strikers at the colony applied
for work today at the Berwind mine
of the Colorado Fuel and Iron company and were given their old places.
s
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BY CANNON SALUTE
FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES IS HONORED IN
SOUTH AMERICA

The plan seemed to meet 'consider
able favor. The committee expected
5.
Buenos, Ayres, Argentina, Nov.
to vote some time today on the ab
arrived
Roosevelt
Theodore
Colonel
some
of
stract proposition
creating
sort of a central gold reserve in Wash- here shortly after 10 o'clock this
gunington. The proposal to call a demo morning on board the Argentina
cratic caucus was making little head boat Uruguay from Montevideo. The
way.
gunboat was escorted into the harbor
with
by a fleet of steamers dressed
she
As
stern.
stem
to
flags from
4
21
of
a
salute
fired
she
approached
Rosario
the
which
to
gunboat
guns,
IN
CONGRESS.
TODAY
replied.
Several delegations of prominent
personages and representa
Nov.
5.
Not
political
Senate:
Washington,
tive? of leading Institutions went on
in session; meets tomorrow.
Banking committee resumed work board to greet the distinguished
in executive session.
House: Met at noon.
INSANE KING DEPOSED
After a short discussion concerning
InMunich, Bavaria, Nov. 5. The
absentees, adjourned at 12:54 p, m.
was
sane King Otto of Bavaria
to noon Thursday.
from thfi throne of the
' ... .U. frtHaxr
iviM..;
GIRL GETS DAMAGES
kingdom of Bavaria, which he has
St. Paul, Minn., Nor. B. Misj Ada (occupied for 27 years without being
M. Cox of Rockford, I1L, was given aware of his position. Prince Regent
a verdict of $17,400 against William LuJwig proclaimed himself king it
R"fus Edwards, a wealthy St.. Paul pursuance of the provisions of a law
lumber man, for breach of promise hi enacted by the two houses of the Bavarian diet.
district court today.
.

;

WILL CONSULT WITH BRYAKJ

j

Hall

destroyed?"
"It is still here," was his answer
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THE ADJUTANT GENERAL THINKS
THERE ARE MORE KEPT

5,676
11,560

head-uuarter-
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Dem.)

.

Totals .....234,679
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Queens
Richmond
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Unofficial Rumors Are That Republic Across
the Water Is Willing to Assist in the

SKIRMISH
A
BLOODLESS
Mitchel Russell
(Soc.) GUARDSMEN AND UNION MEN EN(Fus.)
130,453 11,768
GAGE IN BRIEF BATTLE

' McCall

Borough

y

1

n
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The recapitulation:

terday's elections. The organization
w:w not only engulfed In a plurality
of more than 110,000 votes with which
the fusibnists elected John Puroy
Man Who Was Impeached as Governor of Empire State Three Mitchel mayor of New York city, but
in many districts a severe rebuke
Weeks Ago Is Given a Vote of Confidence By the People
was administered to the Tammany
democracy that has been in control
Tammany Loses Its Majority in the Lower House Preof the state since the days of GoverHome
His
sident Wilson Pleased at the Result in
nor Hughes.
State, Which Gave Fielder a Big Majority
House is

demo-cratk-

A FEW

McKach successive cialist, polled a total of 32,109.
New York, Nov.
his
all
Call
five
ran
behind
in
ticket
the
affirmed
today
recapitulation
(rushing defeat of Tammany in yes- boroughs.

IS SENT TO THE STATE ASSEMBLY

Democratic governors "were elected
yesterday in. each state where this office was filled, Massachuetts, Virginia
and New Jersey.
With the exception ot New York
elate, where the Tammany democracy
s
was severely rebuked, more
than republican victories were
it'Covded at the polls.
Democratic Senator Chojien
Maryland elected a democratic United States senator, Blair Lee. Of the
four congressmen elected throughout
ihe country three were democrats.
The exception was C. D. .Paige, in the
Third district, Massachuetts.
Walsh Elected in Massachusetts
In Massachusetts there was a democratic landslide and Lieutenant Governor David I. Walsh was chosen governor by a plurality of 63,69L the
largest ever given a democratic candidate for the orfice. Mr. Walsh carried' with him. into office every democratic candidate on the state ticket,
with the possible exception of the attorney general.
Tammany Man Beaten
The Tammany democracy in New
York state was condemned in a manner which left little solace to the leaders John Puroy Mitchel, fusionist,
was elected mayor of New York, leading Edward E. McCall, the Tammany
candidate, by 121,208 votes.
Sulzer Elected to the Assembly
William Sulzer, deposed governor
of the state, was returned to the assembly from New York city. The
New York state assembly will be safely republican.
Wilson's Man Successful
In New Jersey James F.. Fi elder,
democrat, was elected governor with
a plurality OX about 22,000 over the
republican candidate, and the democrats will control both houses of the
legislature. Returns show:
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FOLLOWINO BITTEREST CAMPAIGN EVER

Massachusetts, New Jersey and Virginia
Place Democrats In Their Executive
Chairs
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Paris,, Nov. 5. The French foreign
cilice was asked informally today by
the Mexican foreign officer if it was
disposed to mediate between the United States and Mexico.
The French government has taken
the attitude that it will do nothing
until further advised as to the policy
of the United States toward Mexico,
and then nothing which might be unwelcome.

proceed to El Paso lot border patrol,
it is announced.

Carranza Wants No Intervention
NogaJes, Souora, iitxico, Nov. 5.
At the request of General Venustiano
Carranza, the constitutionalist chief,
Dr. Henry Allen Tupper of the international peace forum, telegraphed
Secretory of State Uryau today as fol,
lows:
"Carranza makes only this request,
that our government permit .the free
Chester Sent to Vera Cruz
ot ar.ma and
inipfwtatiou into Mesw-Washington, Nov. '9. The French eijiiinmciit, lie sri i s n,j( ive
ambassador here, Ai.', Juseeraud, has
liies
received no instructions from his govconstitutional
peace and
ernment to take steps toward media- govenimci:;, and ho deplores intervention between the United States and tion - a giave and disastrous mia-te
Mexico, though the embassy would
be the natural chain for such steps.
No Epidemic in Guaymas
If the French government were to
San Diego, Cal., Nov. a There were
decide to use-itgood offices at this
stage, the usual procedure would be no indications of an epidemic at Guayfor Ambassador Jusserand to sound mas when the American navy collier
Secretary Bryan to learn first wheth- Nanshan left the Mexicr-i- ' port a short
er such overtures would be favorably time ago. The Nanfch.ui arrived hew
received. The infleixble determina- today en route to San Francisco, and
tion of President Wilson to accomplish Captain Prideanx reported that tho
the retirement of Huerta has been federals were In complete control of
made known to the powers weJd the city when he nailed. The Nanshaa
enough to assure them that any pro- brought three American refugees.
posal of mediation doubtless would be
and
Patrol Gets Equipment Ready
based on that understanding
would be shaped toward' composing
Nogales, Ariz., Nov. 5. Officers
the situation in a way that Huerta commanding the United States troops
himself might' be disposed to accept. on border patrol here received orders
Some officials feel that other steps today to prepare their equipment for
may be developed before a tangible field service.
Railroad officials at division headmove might be made toward mediation.
quarters at Tucson also received reThe scout cruiser Chester, at the quests for immediate statements rePhiladelphia navy ward, was ordered garding the facilities they could furtoday to proceed to sail ror Vera Cruz nish for movement of troops.
immediately. The Chester is not a
'
heavy fighting ship, but swift and
Headquarters Not Informed
San Francisco, Nov. 5. The army
valuable for dispatch and scout duty.
Of lighter draft than the big warships headquarters of the Pacific division
now at Vera Cruz she will be able to knew nothing here to'day of ihe reported troop movement at Nogales. It
join the smaller craft off shore.
The Chester is the highest power was thought that possibly the report
wireless ship in the navy. With her might refer to an exchange of troops
apparatus Washington and Vera Cruz with Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., already
will be in direct touch constantly by ordered, but the phrase "equipment
the medium of the great wireless tow- for field service" was mystifying.
ers ht Arlington. The unofficial view
Tha Southern Pacific department
is that the Chester is being sent to here in charge "of moving troops lui
Ver
srlscipslly." ns. a means of no news of any contemplated movement.
instant and official communication.:
Division headquarters of tho Southern Pacific at Tucson reported to the
Army Moved to the Border
eexcutive offices here at noon, h
Chicago, Nov. 5. Orders for the
response to a query, that no inquiries
to
transfer of the Fifteenth cavalry
made there as to the comEl Paso, Texas, were modified today had been
facilities
for tho handling of
pany's
so that the squadrons may arrive at
troops.
same
their destination on the
day.
To thi. end the troops at Fort Mever
MANN ROASTS DONOVAN
will emrain next Monday; those at
Washincton. Nov. !. Thirinw a
Fort
,: Tuesday and those
wraiise ,R fhe houBe todav ,n,!lr (h
at Fort Leavenworth on Wednesday j abBenteea ouestion
November 12. Thus it is expected j T)pn0VHn. dcmoorat of Reprentativf,
Conned ionf
inai rue regiment win ue reuuueu on declared Republican Leader Mann had
the banks of the Rio Grande on the; violated th law in not
objecting
fourteenth.
leaves of absence, and Mr. Mann
tortpd that Mr. penovan was "a s!
Transport Goes to New York
dcrer of the house ami ouulit to
Galveston, Tex., Nov. 5 The United jsin."
States transport Kilpatrk-- sailed fori' Repre:-on!;'i Hm'
Ud-i- 'New York today to bring the Tenth
ft.r.t-.-'m'Vi,.. - ., f
cavalry here. The- regiment then will
al
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look around intelligently and he wial
find a choice of many opportunities.
In any case, as the proverb truly says,
there is more in the man than in the
ESTABLISHED 1879.
field. All varieties of climate are
open to an American, all kinds of soil,
and in every one of the 48 states
Published by
cheap lands are abundant. Shivering
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO,
in line In the cold is not required in
(Incorporated.)
finding them. Missouri's richest farm,.
i
er, who died not long ago, started in
M. M. PADGETT
...Editor, a small way in another state and was CONFESSED DYNAMITE CONSPIRdrawn here by the high quality and
ATOR
SAYS HE HAS "THE
GOODS" ON UNION MEN
cheaper price of Missouri land. He
kept on buying as income increased
and worked tip to a profit of ovet
Indianapolis, Nov. 5. Harry W.
f 100,000 a year. No doubt he was an Hones, secretary-treasure- r
of the InEntered at the postoffico at East exceptionally able manager and judge
and
of
Association
ternational
Bridge
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans
f good chances. No need to go to Structural Iron Workers, was arraignmission through, the United States the wheel of fortune for land In this
ed before United States Commissionmails as second class matter.
country. St. Louis
er H. S. Young at the federal build-
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THE

MARKET
MACHINERY
WIRELESS
AND
HAVE ENDED THE CAREER
OF THE REAL SAILOR

HAND
KNOTTED OR

WOOL OS
COTTON

Ken Heud'rickson, able seaman of
the old school, or "Cap'n Neptune,"
as they used to call him on the Finland, declared the sea was going to
'the dogs. More than that, he'd never
of Blankets
We are showing the largest, most varied
Comforts in
ship again, wireless or no wireless,
of which offer the greatest
the
all
city, including any quality you may wish,
ing today for a preliminary hearing six hour shift or eight, good mate or
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
,
value for the money.
WITH M Alt- - on the charge of conspiracy to trans- bad mate, much rum or none, says
Dally, by Carrier
HUGE
port explosives illegally. The case the New York Post.
.f
Per Copy
attracted a great deal of attention
Now Ben allowed he hid been beBLANKETS
- .15
One Week
of
Connecticut
Baldwin
owing to the fact that the case will fore the mast nearly forty years in
Governor
.65
One Month
Our line of hand knotted comfoits is
In blankets we are showing all desirable colors and
has become an advocate of eugenics probably have an important bearing every kind of vessel, from little,
unequalled they
7.50
On.e Year
are
from
filled with good white cotton, covered with a
ssmall
in
cotton
all
white
the
also
checkqualities
good
Mediterranean fishermen to
marriage regulation by law. Address- upon the great dynamite conspiracy
Mail
wool
Daily, by
blanket. Full size, extra grade of Satine or Silkoline, and closely knoted
blanket to the largest all
t
and five masters,
the Congregatlonalists at their tri case and all the labor officials con- square-rigge- d
four
by
ing
56.00
.
One Year
We a'so are showing a good
and exceptional quality in all.
of quiltted comforts.
nected with it. The United States whalers, tramp and cargo boats, and
the
variety
passage
ennial
he
"urged
council,
3.00
Six Months
of laws by state legislatures! that grand jury will convene here next passenger steamships of the finer
So
Essoh
Up
will enable clergymen to determine week and it is understood that all the )claas jf nis pipe wa8 drawing right
which
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
conbeen
new
has
evidence
brought jand he happened to like the cut of
whether parties to the marriage
GROWER
tract are fit before the ceremony is to light since the arrest and confes- - your jlb t0 use nis oWa phrase, he'd
S2.00
SEE OCR
One Year
sion of George Davis, alias George
Everything
performed."
jteU you how he had cruised for
1.00
subSix Months
New
will
York
be
in
What
O'Donnell,
What is to constitute fitness?
months at a time along the equator
IN SPREADS
FEATHER ;
likelihood is there that the legisla- mitted to the grand jury and that line, with the sun so hot the decks
behis
confession
were scorched and the pitch bubbled
tures of differeint states will agree Davis will repeat
(Cash in Advance for Mall
and
on the requirements for a eugenics fore the members.
in the seams, and mates so fierce
PILLOWS
Subscriptions)
BEDDING
Established 185
According to the confession of they knocked their men around until
Remit by check, draft or money ceremony? A condition of things is
SontkSidoPJaja
iron
a
union
I
not
worker,
we
will
Davis,
order. If sent otherwise
foreshadowed by the certain conflict (leorge
flesh was torn and the scuppers ran
be responsible for loss.
of legislation on the subject under who admitted to the authorities in with blood.
Specimen copies free on application. which couples who cannot marry In New York that he had committed
All that he didn't mind, he said, so
"What was the biggest loss of hu- It!s them senators and congressmen snatched the
from the
one state will be driven to another numerous dynamite outrages and de- long as sailors knew their boats and
paragraph
man
thet makes the
and the like reader's hands and stared a moment
cargo?"
structures,
many
stroyed
to
ceremony
the
have
performed.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
deck; hands knew the sea. But today
" 'The Titanic,' says you.
of them that doesn't know a foremast in amazement.
The Pennsylvania law is already hav- at the behest of Harry Jones., who they didn't, not a blessed Bon of 'em.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
" 'Right,' says I.
r
from a belayin' pin."
secretary-treasureS.
as
Hoekin
H.
"By Gum!'- was all he said, with a
succeeded
this
effect.
PAID FOR
ing
There was more danger in one of
"And
was
waterwhat
them
good
"But, you must admit,'' interrupted grunt of well controlled rage. "For
diof the Iron Workers' union,
In view of the existing chaos of
them floating hotels, with their
tight bulkheads an' the double steel the old tar's visitor, "that Senator j'the love of the Lord, By Gum!vorce legislation, it would seem the .ones and other officials of the union crew of
landlubbers, than he had a bottom, and the
the
are
machines La Follette and Senator Nelson and
conAdvertisers
So saying, he arose, and, biting off
guaranteed
in
the
were
implicated
in
slow
deeply
wisdom
to
of
hamper
go
part
mind for. Machinery, wireless, and that goes
by the name o' elevator? Senator Wainbridgo know something an angry mouthful of tobacco, disaplargest daily and weekly circulation ing marriage with untried legislative spiracy. Some of the revelations
of any newspaper in northern New restrictions that can only cause con made by Davis strongly implicate mathematics had taken the place of Only that 1,500 souls etayed where about ocean conditions or they would- peared in the direction of the marwatermanship, and he vowed he'd they was an' drownded themselves. n't have been
Mexico.
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ers that could not reach a burnin' good was
anything but the men in what you refer vto, I presume."
Main 2 and the less the law meddles with it acy case last year.
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I reckon it was the lads
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confession
unin
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that
stated
Declare War on Colds
Davis
state
of
9
the better in the present
Main
News Department
When Sailor Ben imparted this in- as could swim an' steer an' pull oar
A crusade of education which aims
"I said that the men who drew up
bo had been chosen to kill Walter
certainty. New York World.
formation he sat in the snug library that did the tricks and blessed few these bills understood what they "that common colds may become uno
Drew, attorney for the National Erecof
the Seaman's Church Institute pe- there is of 'em now. The lads thet were talking about. Now, listen to common within the next generation"
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tors' association in December, 1911,
has been begun by prominent New
SOME SPANISH SCHOLAK
and also William J. Burns, the de rusing with great labor an article in can steer, and pull an oar and trim this," and the onetime Finland pas- York' physicians. Here is a list of the
A M Kill CAN B KXEF ACTIONS
teethe employed by Drew to unearth The Seaman's Scientific Monthly on the sail are- things of the past, says I." senger read from section 21,897 and "don'ts" which the doctors say will
rolL . "You mean," asked Ben's visitor, section 21,898 of the amended
prevent the annual visitation of the
The editor of the Emporia (Kans.) the dynamite conspiracy. He was to the Weller-Cros- s
laws, cold:
was not so outspoken "that the center of ship's
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once
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been
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a
Gazette,
Drew.
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having
but
It
receive
gravity
for
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worthy,
struggling,
killing
"Don't sit in a
car."
as a rule. But he was surprised, no shifted from the deck, to the engine
"It is obligatory that at least 75 "Don't sleep in draughty
charity baa been placed on its feet by as "Senor" by a track laborer while appears from the confessions of Dahot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
a timely bequest or gift from a livin? his train stopped at a siding, and hav- - vis that the arrest- of the ZS officers doubt to see on bis own stam.ing room?"
per cent of the deck crews, exclusive
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
deck
on a conversation to the of the Iron Workers' union and their ground a passenger whose
remarnea Ben, after a of licensed officers, and also at least
wen,
friend, and the whole cause of organ- - Ms can-feon
reduces your resistance."
tended
chair
had
the
Finland
he
and
"Mucho
Overeating
extent
of
caliente"
75
sounds
"Si,
kind
izt'd benevolence has frequent reason
thoughtful pause. "That
trial and conviction did by no means
per cent of the crews in each deTo which we would add,- when you
to rejoice over this tendency which, has become a full fledged Spanish put a stop to their conspiracy against and to whom he had talked In the o' highfalutin', but I guess ft about partment (deck,
room
and take a cold to
engine
rid of it as quickly
editorial the Electors' association and that the early part of the summer when the covers it. It's the boys in the en stewards), shall be able to under- as possible. Togetaccomplish that
while not by any means confined to scholar, as the following
you
one nationality, is shown in the Uni- from his papfcr will indicate:
struc- Red Star liner jvag thumping slowly gine room an' the chaps as does the stand the orders given by any officer, will find Chamberlain's Cough Remwork of dynamiting
smooth'
most
Doacross
dealSold
excellent.
the
El Gobernailor Ilojes, del estado de tures was carried on as before, under
Atlantic, past
by all
ted States iPb scale never known befigurin' in the pilot house that runs and shall stand at attention while re- edy
ers. Adv.
fore.
Large gifts in this country Kansas, y Senor Setone, secretario the direction and with the knowledge ver, Calais and Flushing and up the the ship today. All we fellows do Is ceiving such orders, and, having reSchiede to her home port of to scrub deck, polish brass, an' keep ceived them, shall touch their hats-anamounted last year to more than de Pardones, escrlbo uno letra por of Secretory-Treasure- r
NORTH DAKOTA TEACHERS MEET
Jones, Presi- winding
the landin' tackle clean. That's not
Antwerp.
$.iOO,uC0,000, without including any of los journales Deroo;cratico comman-dar- e dent Ryan and other prominent
click their heels together as a
Fargo, N. D., Nov. 5. Many of the
It was then that we dubbed him the kind o' work, I'm sayin', that fits sign of such
los loyale memfores de Parte
less than ?10,000. Examined in de
of the labor organization.
most noted educators of this state
understanding.
He was not
a man to save a life when the ship
tail the list is a long one. The evi- pumpopo on de recordo del Gober- "If, however, the crew and deck are among the delegates attending
Davis, according to his own state- "Cap'n Neptune."
climbing up the forerigging has gone foul.
dent purpose is to benefit mankind in nador en lo estado y klckupo mucho ments, was in the employ of the
hands shall not include a sufficient the North Dakota teachers' convention
"These floatin' factories with short number of seamen capable of under which opened here today for a session
making it better equipped for the du dusto en da opticos de innocente vot- - union, but was dissatisfied with the to the lookout, box, but he 'still had
ties of life, and to prevent and ame- eros. El Gobernador no scorcho del manner in which he had been treated. a steady pair of eyes and a good sing- masts and little enough riggin' is no standing the language of both offi- of three days. J. Nelson Kelly of
liorate human suffering. Educational Santa Fe Trailo, Ilutchinsono y Kan A short time before his arrest he song voice that could call out with place for us. An' as for a sail, I cers and crew, delivered in a rea Grand Forks la president and W. L.
institutions, hospitals and sanitary sas City en el auto; no reereado in was working in Pittsburgh, Pa., but the best of them "eight bells and haven't seen a real one for a month sonably intelligent manner, then it is Parsons of Bismarck secretary. Among
work received more than half the del estado del Texas por Heimes, el bad some trouble with the local dele all's well." He was right hand man o' moons. Up deck too, me lad, we obligatory that the crew shall con the notable speakers who will address
Kifts of last year. Elevated art was brewero del jointe juice en Kansas; gate of the Iron Workers' union over to the first and second officers, a never get a chance to pull a sheet. tain a sufficient number of seamen the convention are Congressman S. D.
on the first cab- Machinery does it all, and behind
well remembered
and
(commonly known as interpreters), Fees of Ohio and H. It. Pattengill of
responsible no (lisiniBsos pedagogues by wholsalo; his failure to become a regular mem privileged character
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a' favorite that the engines is the boys that switch ready and
much
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deck,
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charities received a generous share.
euros; ber of the local union. Davis had
completo
willing to explain and Lansing, Mich.
Three hundred millions a year for no voilate los contractos de service no union card and the local delegate Madame Duvelier, who complained the levers down below and make the communicate such commands. FurMore Bottles Sold Each year
philanthropy would be 30 billions In civile de Reformatorio; no excedo lol refused to let him work unless he about almost everything else, gave donkey engines clank an' turn.
thermore, the number of seamen on
a century, a sura suggesting great taxes y expensos gravimente obre (mid ?iit initiation fee for becoming him two extra francs when she left "They're tellin' me about some each vessel carrying passengers, It Is easy to understand why an
over to London where through whom such orders may be increasing number of bottles of Fopossibilities. The United States Is administratione previoso; no adviso a member of the local union. Davis the ship. Foggy nights, when the
and Tar Compound ia
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want
to make a rule that a communicated, shall not be less in sold Honey Thos.
consulto bankeros beforo asked for time, which the delegate
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growing in population at the rate of
Verran, 286 Edyearly.
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in a century and at last-e- r disposo de cattelo; no selecto stand refused and Davis left Pittsburgh in quarters, he would come clogging up deckie must ship for three years be- - number than the number of lifeboats ward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives-aexcellent reason when he writes:
ratio in weatlh. Large American patos por officios to pavo traitores a huff. At that psychological mo- the fo'castle stairs in his heavy rub iuip luey uau nim ante seaman. which the vessel Is required to carry,
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boots,
Mother Cary, I guess I and at least one such linguistic sea- has
expertos
Benefactions have more than kept Republican i
ment Robert Foster a Louisville deproven an effective remde tective, who shadowed Davis, induced sheltered after deck, and tuck the could ha' scrubbed the paint and man shall be assigned to each life- edy, always
pace proportionately. An estimate of educacion; no securo janitores
quickly relieving tickling in the
In
late
their
steam
cleaned the brass o'the Finlan's
loungers securely
the future would seem extravagant skillo excepto, Democraticos y then to get even with the union by makd
throat, and stopping the cough with
boat", ;
bad after effects. O. G. Schaefer
rails afore I ever saw the sea.
and yet the figures in sight bear it somes. El Publico tako el Gober- ing an open confession of his share er rugs.
Ben's eyes stood wide open. He no
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
said Sailor Ben, point
"Yes,
out. The smalter charity associations nador uno great joko, y el Secre- in the
mate,"
Davis
dynamiting outrages.
are close to the people, and familiar tario de Pardones un scribo de went to New York and there made ing to the picture of the
with current needs. Any liberal re- laugho.
his sensational
confession which ing roller davit, "if you want to know
o
cognition of their
CAPITAL PAID IN
usefulness gives
threw a new and startling light upon my feelin's on the subject, it's that
kind o' thing has made the trouble
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eeneral pleasure. They are inspired
the dynamite conspiracy and showed
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Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 5. Word was that the great conspiracy trial had and has sent many a good one to
10 extend their Invaluable labors and
150,000.00
Davy Jones' locker. Not that they
nK"1a aware that they are observed received here today from Washington not broken
'
V
,r
up the ring of
f
ain't first class in their place, but
and appreciated; also that they may that former Governor
Curry had
can
you tell me, lad, they'll save a
alwnvs hope for a time when their withdrawn as a candidate for a place
man when he's pullin to keep her
in the Philippine commission. Until
financial basis will be secure.
nose up in the teeth o' a 45 blow
WESTGARD IS PLEASED
a few days ago Tt was understood that
o
J. M. Cunningham.
Demlng, N. M., Nov. 5. A. L. West-gard- , o' wind? Mind yo' we're in the Me
trftHlrient
Captain Curry was being favorably
D
T. Hosklmj, Cashlor
"UNGllY FOR LAND
if you
of New York City, vice president raft now. The ship's
ank Springer.
considered for the appointment by
K S Lewis. Ass't. Cash
President Wilson and that his nomi- of the National Highway association like, or she's run on a rock, or an
The !: t drawing for government nation was only a matter of a short and director of transcontinental high iceberg's stove a barn door In her
lands, this time in Nebraska, brought time. Those who profess to have in ways, accompanied by Mrs. Westgard starboard
bow excuse me In her
together the usual deeply Interested side information from Washington, and R. J. Orr, driver, left for the east right side, up In front, you'd call it
crowd, mativ of whom stood long in however, now claim that Captain Cur- over the Borderland Saturday morn now, accordin' to the navy departthe cold waiting for the opening of
ry is persona non grata in the Phil ing very much pleased with the con ment's say.
the building where tho allotments
and for this reason he was dition of the highways in thl9 local"Your wireless does a good turn
ippines
wore 'decided. No doubt the wheel of
advised to withdraw as a candidate ity. Mr. Westgard has been nine now and then I'll not gainsay It
fortune met he had gome part in atfor the place. It is also said that times across the continent in 13 dif- your triple turbine engines will speed
tracting the tin mis The desire to own President Wilson has
lately insisted ferent automobiles, four Premiers, along the craft I'm not denyin' that
and utilize, land ia an, important featthe man for the place must be a car he was driving this time. Mrs,
that
your watertight compartments wil
ure of American life. There is plenty
bred.
Westgard is making her eighth trip make the folks above board feel
of land for the landless in this coun- college
The announcement of the withdraw and enjoys it hugely. Governor Mc- more cosey, and your double actin
.
STOCK
try, though scarcely any on practic00
at once revived Donald and State Engineer French steam pumps 'U pave the elbow
able terms in many other parts of the al of Captain Curry
had
to
Mi
Governor
former
make
the
that
the
us
deckles.
But
for
thet
planned
report
ain't
grease
trip through
world. A judicious rush, to farming,
Office With the Sap Mifjuel National Bank
Instead of one to. cities, would be guel A. Otero was a candidate for the New Mexico with the Westgard par- all, by gum!" quoth Cap'n Neptune,
he enters the race with ty, but the mine disaster at Dawson bringing a tarred fist down on the
pleasing1 to eronornists, and promise place and that
more in equalizing the co&t of living such strong backing that he cannot prevented. Mrs. Westgard was given table and getting rid of a thumping
Wm. Q. MAYDON
well be overlooked. Under the law, some minerals and gem souvenirs at quia of tobacco by way of emphasis. H
President
than any other proposed
remedy.
H
W. KELLY
No, sir-ethat's far from all. It's
Vice President
Moreover, all the standard crop are which makes the Philippine commis- the chamber of commerce to add td
D T. HOSKINS
body, the president her collection, and expressed hersrflt(the dependin on them things when
likely to be profitable beyond the for- sion a
Treasurer
is obliged to appoint one member not as vry much delighted with
IS
mer average.
theNewpthey ought to be dependin on the
Mr. West- - brain and muscle God gave 'em thet's
An energetic, indusWotm man who a democrat, and it is believed he Mexico brand of climate.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
Kiui:; to rtltivai" land nv(l not. tro wouM ptefer a progressive rather gard was deeply interested in our, Wiled many a thousand of good
rnethor of pumping for irrigation.
moMierf' fous
ti (I draw'ji!!; for a locution. JU- him .than an old u uard republican.
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running his motor truck over a lad,
fracturing a leg which had to be amputated, an expressman must pay to
the boy $10,000 as damages and to
the father $1,000 for the loss of his
services. On the other hand, the
widow of Fire Captain Hagan is
awarded only $7,000 for the loss of
her gallant husband who, while fighting a fire, fell through an unprotected
skylight to his death.
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rectly disclaims the "millionaire" so
briquet, and no less modestly pleads
guilty to the possession of natural
artistic talent that would do credit to
one who had devoted a lifetime to
the study of art. Though his father
was an artist of note and his sister's
paintings grace many homes of culture and wealth and always find a
ready sale, Cahill has never had instruction and has indulged his painting fancy only during the past two
Dr three years, having
previously made
etchings and carved in wood as a
pastime. Artists who know the value
of paintings say Cahill has rare talent
and have urged him to exhibit some
of his work, but so far he has not
done so. He works rapidly, once a
subject is decided upon ; has a won
derful memory and has reproduced
on canvas a number of fine landscapes
when far distant from his subjects.
Horses Are Disappearing
That New York is within measur
able distance of utter horselessness Is
claimed by many, and seemingly not
wholly without reason. A prediction
that such a condition will be broucht
about within 20 years is partly based
upon tests taken during the busiest
morning and afternoon hours at the
busiest points on five of Gotham's
busiest thoroughfares. These tests
show that against a total of 3,4G9
motor-drivevehicles there passed
on'y 1'Sa5 that were horse-pulleThat
on Fif(h avenue the horse vehicles
were only one
Ave, while on the
follr other avenues they were nearly
lla,f warrants the deduction that
s
op all the equine
ab'y
equipages were trucks and delivery
wagons, the replacing of which by
a,ltos is ncw foreshadowed by the
recently inaugurated boom in the
truck business. One large local firm
aIone has Iately disposed of all its
horses and installed 110 motor-drivedelivery wagons.
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IN RENEHA

FIRES

A Millionaire Cop
NEW YORK CLAIMS SPOT WHERE
"
Gotham's "millionaire cop," Patrol
WITH
WEDDINGS
OCCUR
man Cahill, coyly and no doubt cor
GREATEST FREQUENCY

The country's
marriage center, as well as Cupid's
busiest market place, has been located in a prosaic basement office of
New York's city hall. Every country
and every language was represented
among the hundred and more daily
who here and there romance bound,
sealed and sanctioned during the year
past. The records show that a total
of 38,999 licenses were issued to
and Bronxites at the city
hall in 1912, the total for the greater
city being 50,493. The present year is
allowing a substantial increase. High
and low, rich and poor, all appear to
be alike as they enter Cupid's tribunal
becoming
sby, diffident and self- conscious. And likewise, regardless of
social station or pecuniary state, all
are treated alike going through the
same formalities and paying the same
one dollar fee for their start on the
road to happiness cheap at the price,
even though not guaranteed as to per
manency.
Remarkable Blind Women's Club
A blind
women's club is one of
Gotham's cosmopolitan "uniquities."
Its meeting place is the "Lighthouse"
on Fifty-nintstreet, and it is just as
enlightened and progressive as any
;lub in the country. It holds dances,
recitals and other forms of entertain- ment. Nearly all the members are
and all are said to
have cares and duties that leave them
no time to worry about being blind.
The corresponding secretary is one
of the best stenographers in the- city.
member is an expert switch-board operator. The chairman of the
committee on literature is a great
reader, though totally blind. One who
has been sightless for 30 years fakes
and is her own cook and
houseworker. Her more fortunate
boarders marvel at her thoroughness
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San la Fe, Nov. J. rha Renohan
The secretary of agriculture has
Thomas Whitney and Angus Alex
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 5. That
disbarment
an
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 5. "Pay your
the
with
just signed
agreement
proceedings 'ar-- still pi. ander soldiers of
fortune.
there Is no substantial basis for the $3 road tax or face a suit
slate of West Virginia for
iriai in tne supreme cojrt, and will
costing
Yesterday the bodies of two men report that the governor
protection of the forests of the be there for several days to come, were laid
expects soon ?12 to $15.".
In
unmarked
away
in
to
graves
convene the legislature in extra
state from fire. The Weeks law au- judging from the progress so far made,
Such is the ultimatum which, the
thorizes the federal government to although it is possible that all the the Masonic cemetery, says the Trini- session is the opinion of usually
road board sends out today.
county
.
dad Chronicle-NewsAt 11 o'clock in
.undertake such
officials about the capltol. following a
with witnesses who throng '.he corridors
meeting at the court house
the
morning and again at 3 o'clock in
Governor McDonald has been ab
states for the protection of forested will not be call.-n- .
Altogether theie the
yesterday afternoon and a consultaa
hearse
afternoon,
moved
slowly sent for several days visiting his cat tion with the district
watersheds of navigable streams, pro- were possibly a scora o; witnesses
attorney, Alexvided the state has a fire protective around the capito! his mornin- - aiid through town on its way to the city tle ranches in Lincoln county and ander Read.
of
white
tombstones
north of town. could not be reached, but so far as is
system and will expend a snm at least most of them being under the lule,
The meeting was attended by ChairUnknown and unnoticed, two men known
he has said nothing that could man Arthur Seligman and T. W. Han-nequal to that expended by the govern- were not allowed ;n tue court room
whose
names have been added to tha be construed
ment.
George Volney Howard was called
into a declaration that
Samuel Romero wa! jaot present
The agreement provides for patrol to the stand this morning for a few list of victims of the industrial war he intended to call an extra
as he has left the county. Mr. Hanna
session.
of those portions of the watersheds minutes after whkn j3P. Jre.r.irio Lo. in southern Colorado were borne to
It is pointed out that little could was elected secretary and treasurer
of the Potomac, Monongahela, Little vato, son of one of th? heir-- i ihu es- their last resting place.
be hoped from a session of the
legis- to succeed him.
Thomas Whitney, slain at the Tab- lature
Kanawha and Great Kanawha rivers tate, went on the - tand.
le was folat this time since it is general
The report of the road overseers
asco
where fires are most likely to occur. lowed by Sylvian. '3oy'a.l and wnen
tipple in a battle with strikers ly
agreed that the lawmakers and the was made concerning collections and
Lookout stations connected with tele- both sides had finished with Dm, it two weeks ago, was a Texan. He camo governor are as
far apart as they work n the first district comprising
phone will be established on prom- was so close to 12 o'clock ia; n re- here from El Paso, Texas, about a were when the
regular session ad- precincts 3, 4, 17, IS, 2 and 5.
month ago. The coroner was unable journed last
inent points, from which fires can be cess was taken to 2 p. m.
spring. And as against
District Attorney Alexander Read
discovered quickly, and prompt notifi
Because of the fact that Senator to locate relatives. Somewhere a di- the
probability of the extra session in1 was asked to investigate the matter
vorced
matron
wife and two children are liv the
cation given to the patrolmen, county
and his son, 0. O. Catron, must
immediate future, it is also ar- of collecting the tax and see
that tha
fire wardens and ether reliable f or- - leave' town this ...vonfi2 they wpre ing, knowinsr nothinc of Ma fnta
gued that the governor is likely to strong arm of the law is stretched
Rons.
Patrolmen will cover on foot called this afternoon, niid an effort among the hills of Colorado. Whit- await the outcome
of legislation over out to aid iu the collection of
the tax.
or horsebacit the lower count', e:in- will be made to '"inish A'uh Jiem
ney had been a member of the Texas taxation matters which
is either in Mr. Seligman said today that indiviany small fires that may fore adjournment this afiorrmofi.
rangers. He camo here as In years the supreme court or
likely to reach dual suits will be brought against
start and cautioning persons met in,. One of the noticeable things about past he had gone to many places
ihat
for
body
in the near those able bodied men who refuse to
adjudication
the woods against carelessness.
the case is that the evidence ko fa- seeking excitement and adventure. He future.
pay the tax after notification
Ton
this work the state will expend troduced shows that .Mr. Renehan and was employed as a mine
guard and
The decision of District Judge
s
of grace is allowed by law, he
?j,000 a year from its appropriation of Senator Catron, were both interested in defense of company
property was ler, which holds in effect that the said, to
comply with the demand of
$10,000 for forest, game and fish pro-- ' in the settlement of the estate, but" in shot down
by the bullets of strikers. authorities are powerless under the! the overseer.
tection, and the federal government the trial Senator Catron appears as a
Angus Alexander was shot and killpresent law to collect taxes due for
Mr. Seligman waxed sarcastic about
witness for the relator who is prose- - ed by strikers
agrees to spend an equal sum.
s
during a sortie on
1912 and prior years, which
has
been the excuses given the tax collector
This protection will go hand in hand cut.ing the case against Mr; Renehan
last Monday.' His body was ridappealed to the supreme
The testimony this morning was not dled
is a and said:
with the work already being done by
"If a war broke out with
by bullets. For
six day the matter on which Governor court,
the federal government on the areas omoauuiiat, auu aa a matter ot tact
McDonald Mexico I do not see how San !a Fe
body lay at the morgue and Coroner will doubtless
await final decision be- county would he able to send
it has purchased in the state for na- went so minutely into various remote Sipe was unable
many
to learn the where- fore
tional forests. It has been demon- features of the case that it is of little abouts
calling the lawmakers together. soldiers. There seem to be so many
of relatives.
Somewhere
In
is
It
strated, according to forestry officials, Interest in connection with! a story of Scotland are
generally admitted, however, men In thi3 county who are Infirm.
the parents of the young that an extra
that the greatest efficiency is secured the case. Both sides are irrried with
session, were the gov- Some are minus a finger, others a
man, who know nothing of his un- ernor
and the lawmakers to work in toe, some have a deaf ear and others
of all pro- exhibits galore, and frequently the
through the
end.
Alexander
had been In
tective agencies, includinlg the na- taking of testimony is interrupted by timely
harmony, could do a great deal of poor vision in one eye. It Is astonishtional government, the state, associa- one side or the other introducing a America only a few weeks.
good for the state In completing some ing, believe me!
Of course a vulu
tions of private timber owners, rail- paper, letter or document of some
of the work left undone
by the two who has lost a leg or an arm Is really
roads and other organizations.
sort and asking that it be marked by
regular sessions, but the hope, of har- infirm, that Is, unable to do his share
the stenographer for identification, "SYRUP OF FIGS" FOR
mony between the two great branch- of work on roads and therefore ex
POSITIVE PROOF
and introduced as evidence.
es of the state governriient Is as re- empt from the $3 tax. But
I think
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calls over telephones were made!
deuce disproved nearly every lndivi-jriedual assertion of guilt made by the for Chief of Police H. 1 Brooks, to
whom appeals were made to prevent
He admitted that in the beginning of a "scandal."
Chief Brooks took the films
to a
the concern's career some things
may have been done by some o the photographer and after having prints
which, were made, soon was able to identify from
iive division managers
them several of Clarksburg's prettiest
not exactly right under the law.
'1 desiret o impress on the court that and most
popular young women.
at the beginning there was great ri- Chief Brooks has not yet disclosed
man-agrthe identity of the women, who, in
valry between these fve division
vision
a
as each, probably, had
posing in the nude, were subjects for
oi
being raised, to the gen- young Thomas' camera.
cor
Thomas is said to have been living
managership of tile big new
poiation. And doubtless, these live in luxury and idleness for weeks.
division managers for a short time When arrested a loaded revolver was
did business as it had been done for found on him.
The police have not yet been able
years in the harvesting and machinery lines. Those methods of compe- to make Thomas disclose the methods
tition were not always gentlemanly he used to secure his photos. When
auu no uouot these division managers arrested he begged the police to destroy the films which were found on
played the game without limit or
ft' Is to this' period that nearly him and in his rooms, declaring that
all the government's' letters and other he did not wish to ruin the reputation of several of Clarksburg's most
fxnibits reler. "'
"But these ' conditions were not prominent young women
created, but were ameliorated by the
d
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THE BYRON TROUPE IS BETTER
THAN
EVER, WHICH IS A
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WATCHES

TURNING IN A BIG BATCH OF
VOTES SHE ADVANCES TO
FIRST PLACE
Miss Ivan Bloom stirred things up

BY

i

considerably last night when she advanced over all other contestants in
Jacoby's contest by about 2,000 votes.
Miss Bloom now leads with 4,621
votes to her credit. The standing of
the others in the contest is: Miss
Miss Edith
Audrey Burns, 1,873;
Wright, 407; Edwin Rosenthal, 385;
Fred Lewis, 375 and Max Ilfeld, 321
votes.
There remains only two more
weeks for those competing in the
contest to raise their standing, and
doubtless there will be considerable
work done in that time. The watches which the winner will choose from
are now in the window of the R. J.
Taupert jewelry store, and, as stated
by Mr. Jacoby, are the best obtainable.
Mr. Uacoby wishes it known that
the contest is being conducted strictly by himself and that. Mr. .Fielding
is not. backing the proposition.
"Daddy'' is going down in his own pocket
to make up the prizes and his efforts
(cward making Mr. Fielding the most
popular motion picture player are
not backed up in any way by the noted actor. "Daddy" expects the votes
to come in thick and fast during the
next two weeks.

FUNK'S TESTIMONY

SOLD ON COMPANY
OR.DER.S

F5 E
TA'U
THE JEWELER
court room, and for the first time the
prosecution declared its contention
that Funk's connection with the Lorl-me- r
case was the cause of the attack
on his character.
Judge Pam would not allow the
prosecution to show that detectives
had followed Mr. Funk and made reports to Edward HInes at Washington.
The witness was allowed, however, to
repeat testimony he had given before
the legislative committee that Mr.
Funk testified that he had never seen
Mrs. Henning until she appeared in
court to testify at this trial. His testimony was not changed by
The state rested its case this
AMATEUR SMELTERMEN
Pueblo, Col., Nov. 5. Otis Snyder,
aged 16, and George Reynolds, aged
1.7, were badly burned in a
gasoline
explosion last night while attempting
to refine a gpld nugget in a retort
erected in the rear of the Reynold;
home. Snyder is expected to lie.

any stimulating influence indicates
that short selling recently had been
Carried to a point where the market
was sensitive to. sudden changes of
technical conditions.
Belief that the) next few days would
bring important developments in" the
Mexican situation, restricted speculation after the first hour. At the
height of the rise gains of 1 to 2
points were general among the leaders. Strength of the standard stocks
pulled up New Haven securities after
they reached new low figures.
A squeeze of the shorts was engineered in Mexican Petroleum, which
bounded to 48
after touching' 49.
Completion of the necessary financing incidental to new bond issues and
November i. incorporation disbursements cau-e- d
ah. easing
of money
rates. Call loans were renewed at 4
per cent, as against li on Monday.
Honda were Irregular.
Moderate selling lessened the
capacity of the' market.
About half of the day's gains
were
cancelled.
The market closed firm. Hardening of call money and unfavorable
news from the steel trade stopped a
late upward turn. No symptoms of
weakness developed, however, and final figures showed general gains. The
last sales were:
72
Amalgamated Copper
106
Sugar, bid
92
Atchison
Northern Pacific
,
107
160
Reading
Southern Pacific
86
150
LJnion Pacific
United States Steel
56
105
United States Steel, pfd
-

;
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Many republicans have been elect-iered to public offices, now held by demTonight at the Elks' club will occur
ocrats," said Chairman Woods. "There
ar. entertainment which is expected
ia3 been tremendous republican gain
to be one of the best of the fall and
and a tremendous democratic loss
winter season. Byron's Troubadors,
in
elections
the
to
last
the
compared
the company which pleased an imsame districts. The bull moose, as
mense
audience at the Duncan opera
have
demonstrated
that
a party,
they
house last fall, will be the attraction.
'practically no strength at all; their
This company is made up of young
y
candidates would have received
men who are thorough musicians.
more votes if they had simply
They stng and play music of the best
been candidates on an independent
character. Last year they brought
ticket."
to Las Vegas several new musical
headquarters
party
Progressive
inseeletions which are still favorites
made no statement.
international Harvester company
here. Their program this time ' will
RIOT ENDS
stead of being made worse.
contain many new songs, as well as
Whole Democratic Ticket Elected
"Why the record shows that the unThere is
some of the old favorites.
5.
extent
the
of
The
Nov.
Boston,
fair methods in selling twine of eight
TO RESUME TRAFFIC
democratic landslide in yesterday's state penitentiaries were vastly worse
every indication that a large crowd
will greet the Troubadours this evenstate election was not fully realmed than anything that has heen alleged
until after a recapitulation of ihe fig- against the International
Harvester STREET CAR LINES IN INDIANAPO ing. Tickets are on sale at $1. They
ures today. Then it was found that company."
can be purchased at Murphey's drug
LIS ARE COMPLETELY TIED
Lieutenant Governor David I. Walsh
slore or at the Elks' club this evenUP BY STRIKE
Jiulge Hook interrupted Mr. Ban-had been elevated to the governorship l i cit at this
ing.
to
state:
juncture
contest by a plur
in a
the
In organizing this company
o.
Nov.
The
first
don't suppose there ever has
Indianapolis, Ind.,
ality of r.3,G91. This 13 the r 'T"st ut.i business of any sort that has street car to be moved since the trac- management has exercised
special
of its members,
plurality ever accorded a demour.uiy
jt lu.d some of this sort of thing. tion employes' strike was called Fri- care in the selection
candidate for the office.
ut the question before this court is day night was deserted in the streets both as to ability and morals. Each
Complete returns give the vote for
whether thef was enough of it by the today after strikebreakers had run It member, in his own particular spegovernor:
Harvester company to less than a mile through a constant cialty, has had the advantage of
David I. Walsh, democrat, 1S0.3GS; International
was years of training with American and
niako
concern
this
guilty under the hail of bricks. One strikebreaker
Charles S. Bird, progressive, 126,087;
hurt.
car
from
the
taken
badly
European masters. The galaxy of artprovisions of the Sherman law.
Augustus P, Cardner, republican,
a
and
strikebreakers
ists
Four
other
comprising this company places
con
Attorney General McReynolds
Eugene N. Foss, independent,
seri- it in a class by itself, the great
cluded his argument at 3 o'clock; this number of patrolmen were less
ously hurt by the downpour of mis- constellation of stars in the fin
The new governor carried with him afternoon. He asked the court to en
siles that came from roofs and win- ment of concert companies ever
ter
an
interlocutory decree, declaring
into office every democratic candidows from the time the car left the fore the American and Kuropean p:
date on the state ticket with the pos- the harvester company a monopoly, barns until It was abandoned.
lie.
sible exception of the attorney gen- He then asked that when' such decree Conditions became so
dangerous for
In. the native songs and chants
be
had
entered
defendants
the
been
eral.
that
the
breakers
lay
strike
they
the
tropics, to the more finished cd
The other democratic srate officers given reasonable time to submit
down on the floor of the car and, after positions of modern composers, their
chosen are:
plan of reorganization.
a few1 minutes, as a sign of surrender, voices blend in harmony, rarely equalLieutenant .governor, rdward P.
threw the controller and all their arms ed and" never excelled, always pleasDono-hne.1.
TBarry; secretary of state, F.
then
into the street.
They were
ing the most fastidious audiences.
treasurer, Frederick DOMESTIC SCIENCE
taken in charge by strikers and poThe programs presented are inW. Mansfield; auditor, Frank K. Pope.
licemen and later taken to jail.
amusing, and always constructive,
for
The contest
attorney general
A DIVORCE CURE
The car was almost entirely wreck- tain
to please every one.
M.
something
James
General
Attorney
ed. When the car left the barns no
has
gained a broad idea
company
This
Swift, republican, and Thomas J.
policemen were on it, but it was sur- of the
for clean and
taste
so
was
public's
that
close
democrat,
Uoynton,
KANSAS BELIEVES THAT WIVES rounded by patrolmen on foot and
entertainment
wholesome
through
a recount may be necessary.
mounted.
SHOULD KNOW HOW TO DO
their experience in touring America
The republican grip on the legislaThe conference, which began early
HOUSEHOLD WORK
the countries of Rnrope.
ture was weakened. That party, after
lii the day between the peace authori- and
a control for years, lacks a majority
The great variety of instruments
when
the
5.
Btill
session
Domestic
Nov.
in
was
ties,
Topeka, Kas.,
in each branch.
The progressives, science is a cure for the divorce
played by the Troubadoirs, eacht artrioting took place.
who scored heavy gaius, hold the balist being a thorough master, comOccurred
Four Deaths Have
courts, in Kansas at least, and this
ance of power.
tarmonious songs,
state is extending Its domestic science
Thomas Carlton, the anion chauf- bined with their
an
pleasure long to
evening
oj
gives
at
a
even
was
shot during
work as rapidly as possible and
fight
feur who
.
Take
remembered.
be
Republicans
Philadelphia
Into the country district schools.
the Louisiana street car barns late
Philadelphia, Nov. 5. The victory
Throughout the jrogram they inKansas was rather slow taking up Monday, died at the City hospital toof the regular republican organization domestic science as a
regular part of day. This makes fqur deaths as a re- troduce several original compositions
in Philadelphia over the fusion forces
liv members of the cmpany. Also
its school work, and it is only within sult of the strike.
Jed by Mayor Blankonburg appeared
the last year or two that really effec
The police, as soon as they learned songs in' Knglish, French, German,
more complete today when further re tive work has been done. And it is
Charles Spanish and
of Carlton's death, arrested
turns were received. The reform ele
found
from
has
Chicago,
Kansas
strikebreaker
a
that
only recently
Fisher,
ment, which had formed a combina- that the
HENNESSY SEEKS GLYNN
knowledge on the part of 'and charged him with murder.
tion with the democrats to wrest con5.
Governor
wives of how to cook good meals and
N. Y., Nov.
Albany,
trol of the city council from the refrom
received
a
get them cheaply in times of high
telegram
Glynn today
publican organization and also to capIS
A. Hennessy reiuesting an audiprices, ;md: knowing how to sew a lit- GENERAL
John
ture four county offices, lost ground tle and
keep house in good shape, had
ence.
The governor granted the reThe republiin nearly every ward.
any effect on the divorces.
and
Hennessy was expected
FE quest,
cans not only won the county offices
The big Kansas schools have the
afternoon.
here
this
inby more than 30,000 majority, but
figures to prove the assertion that doThe governor explained that Hencreased their membership in the coun- mestic science is a divorce cure, and
COMMANDER OF THE NEW MEX- nessy would lay before him some of
cil.
Kansas is after the divorces.
GUARD WAS
ICO NATIONAL
the results of the graft inquiry and
Almost four thousand girls have
WELL KNOWN HERE
suggest further investigations.
Democrats Take New Jersey
completed the , work in domestic
has
'Any evidence that Hennessy
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 5. The latest science at the Kansas Agricultural col
Santa Fe, N. M Nov. 5 A. S. will be given most careful consideraF.
indicate
Fielder
James
that
figures
since 1910,
lege, and according to the best avail
tion," the governor said. "I desire
democratic candidate for governor, able records about 2,600 of those girls Brookes, adjutant generalthis
7:40 o'clock
at
morning however, to deal with facts and not
died
here
over
of
about 22,000
had a plurality
have married. At the state university
an operation
Edward C. Stokes, the republican can- about 2,000 girls have taken the do- of penumonia following Brookes was conclusions.'
General
stones.
for
gall
didate. The democrats will control mestic science work and 1,200 are
born in Arkansas in 1870. He was
both houses of the legislature.
normal school; and
married.
from West Point in 1895,
CITIZENS TO TALK
Practically complete figures show its various branches 2,000 girls have graduated
to the Eighteenth Inand
appointed
36
demowill
be
that the assembly
taken the wprk and aVwt 600 are
fantry.
crats to 24 republicans. The demo- married.
On account of tuberculosis he was
crats have elected eight of their 12
ABOUT TAX RAISE
Not a single girl who took the com
with the rank of captain in ;.
retired
assemblymen in Essex county.
plete domestic science course at any 190X. Tie had been in New Mexico
the state schools has ever sought a
since 1901. Funeral arrangements
divorce, and as far as the information
WILL DETERMINE WHETHER THE
made.
Captain NorSOME UWBBEAKING
can be secured not a single one has have not. been
EQUALIZATION BOARD SHALL
man L. Kins f Santa. Fe has been
BE ENJOINED
separated from her husband.
science appointed acting adjutant general.
IN ITS EARLY DAY For three years domestic work
in
has been made a part of the
There will be a general meeting of
General Brookes was well known
the high schools of the state. The
the
citizens and members of the ComATTORNEY FOR INTERNATIONAL state itself believes so much in the and popular in Las Vegas. In 1911 mercial club tomorrow night at the
HARVESTER COMPANY CON
value of this study that it pays each and in 1913 he was here in command club rooms for the purpose of discuss
CEDES THIS POINT
high school $200 a year as an induce- oL the New Mexico National Guard ing the recent action of the state
encampment j board of equalization in ordering a
ment for the school board to establish during .the
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 5. Counsel domestic science. This money' goes Of the military forces of the state. general increase of valuation on vari-- I
for defense in the government's suit Howard the payment of the salary bf He was a capable officer. Under hs ous classes of city and farm property,
to dissolve the International Harvest- - the domestic science teacher. Now direction the New Mexico National Jit will be decided as to whether in
or company, shortly before noon to--; the' state proposes to aid the rural Guard became an efficient body in- junction proceedings shall be brought
day concluded their final arguments schools which will teach domestic stead of a more or less disjointed restraining the board of equalisation
force.
General from forcing this measure.
before the United States district court, science to the country boys and girls and disorganized
ana Attorney General
by requiring every country school Brookes created interest, in military
This, meeting doubtless will prove
a six months course affairs among the officers and men of
as the action of the state
prepaid to sum up for the federal teacher to take
interesting
in that work before she Is eligible to the guard. Through executive ability board of equalization has caused con
fl;,Io beginning at 2 o'clock.
John P. Wilson of Chicago, in con- - teach, and the state will furnish the and experience he made his work siderable discussion here. The increase
His death is a is general and ranges from 20 per cent
necessary supplies to each school dis- highly successful.
Undine for the defense, did not
In the
distinct loss to the state. General to 100 per cent, not only on city and
asked
but
that the trict for carrying on the study
acquittal,
Brookes was popular in social circles farm property, but on personal propourt dismiss the case without pre- country schools
here, having attended many brilliant erty as well.
judice to either side, thus reserving
functions in Las Vegas.
The meeting is called1 for S o'ciock
to the government the right to Inter-wt:A BIG SCANDAL
the
a large representation of citizens
and
adjutant
at any time In the future.
King,
acting
5.
Captain
PhotoNov.
Clarksburg, W. Va.,
been
several
and
members of the Commercial club
A.
has
here
of
times,
Bancroft
Kdgar
Chicago, gen- m,vhk: films showing nude likeness general,
dur-'ni- r
to be present.
.
is
as
acted
comthe
lie
adjutant
Harvester
for
regimental
expected
counsel
.:,!
es of several popular society young
the 1913 encampment.
pany, concluded his address with a women of this city were taken from
Articles of clothing from wood
t
of the trade conditions from K. Thomas when he was arrested on
To secure a merit badge In forest-rv- , fiber are being made In Europe. The
i'uw of the inception of the In-- i
ibsrse of "pistol toting."
boy scnitp are required, among material for a suit costs about 50
nul nnrvfrSi'f company up to
V.'hcn
Thomas' nrrest became
;
wsiH
in other things, to identify 25 kinds of cents. Clothing made of this mate(.f 'iic! fiiin": 'of f!i govern- - Viiowv
roiiKternaiion
;i Huit the evi- rial, however, can not be washed.
ami ik-,
evrl nrtetocratie homey, and hr- prob-abdl-

5,

tj nil ISS
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov. 5. In the face of a
number of foreign and domestic bearish conditions
today showed a
good rallying tendency after a weak
Prices at the opening showopening.
ed a net decline of
to
. Some
of the large houses took advantage of
the dip to buy and came into the market so strongly that theer was a re.
to
The close was
covery of
to
weals at a net loss of

5. Clarence S. Funk
in
testified
the trial of Daa?e,l
today
Donahoe and Isaac Stiefel, who are
Fine weather over the entire corn
charged with conspiring to defame
him. Mr. Funic sketched his early ca- Ibelt weakened that market. Opento
net
reer until he became general man- ing prices were
lower
to
seemed
and
inclined
the
of
International
Harvester
steady
ager
within that, range. The close was
company.
tt1 cent.
net loss of
Almost Immediately thR nnThe oats market steadied around
former senator Lorimer and of Edto
ward Hines were brought into the the opening prices, which were
off.
case. Thbre was prompt objection by
First prices of provisions were 5
counsel for the defense, and the jury
below the last close and furwas exchided while arguments were to 17
ther dips followed. The closing quomade.
In his (preliminary testimony, the tations were as follows;
Harvested man said that he knew
Wheat, Dec. 84; May 89.
Corn, Dec. 68; May 68.
Donahoe y sight and that Stiefel had
Oats, Dec.' 27y2; May 41.
been poiijted out to him. There was
Pork, Jan. $19.85; May $19.92.
immediat) objection by comsel for
Lard, Dec. $10.65; May $10.82.
the deferpe "when Mr. FunH was asked if he took part In an investigation
Ribs, Jan. $10.52; May $10.65.
at Springfield, 111., in April 911. The
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
investigation referred to wal that of
New York, Nov. 5. The abrupt rise
the election of Lorimer.
The jufy was excluded torn the in stocks today without the, agency' of

Chicago, Nov.

.

ner-vo"- u

.

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Nov. 5. Hogs, receipts
13,000.
Market 10 cents lower. Bulk
$7.307.65; heavy $7.407.70; packers and butchers $7.357.70;
lights

$7.257.60;

pigs

$67.25.

Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steady, to 10 cents lower.
Prime fed
steers ; $7.85 9.50;
dressed beef
steers $78.75; western steers $6.50
8.90; southern steers $66.50;
cows' $4.257.25;
heifers $56r
stockers and feeders
$5.907.60;
bulls $4.656.50; calves $6.2510.
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market steady to 10 cents lower. Lambs $7
7.60; yearlings $5ffi6; wethers $4.25
5; ewes $44.75.
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Is pelled irjthe tone of the comment of every
one of our 3gular patrons-'-Starnow and be
come one of )ur many satisfied customers.
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J. B. Salberg of Colorado Springs, is
in Las Vegas for a several days' business visit.
R. R. Larkin left last night fcw Albuquerque, where he will he on business for several days.
Frank Clark left this morning for
hie ranch, where he will be on business for several days.
Bias Sanchez, the well known politician of Wagon Mound, came in last
night for a short business visit.
B. C. Hanna, representative for the
L. Mier Shoe company of St. Louis,
was a business visitor here today.
George Morrison, county engineer,
returned yesterday from a several
days' business visit in the country.
H. O, Snyder, a well known InsurAlance man, came in last night from
visit
business
short
a
for
buquerque
here.
D. W. Akeman arrived in Las Vegas
last night in an automobile on his
He Mi
way from Ohio to California.
automobile.
traveling in a Studebaker
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Wagner of La
last
Junta., Col., arrived in Las Vegas
Mr.
Wagstay.
a
night for few days'
ner is connected with the Santa Fe
'

Railway company.
Joe Matt, the well known miner and
this
prospector ofTres Hermanas, left
after
having
that
place
for
morning
ibeen a business visitor in Las Vegas
for the past few days.
I. M. Friedberg, representative for
the Greenbaum, Weil and Michels
company of San
Men's Furnishing
visitor In
business
a
was
Francisco,
U'is Vegas
John L. .Zimmerman returned yesand
terday evening from Kansas City
other places in the middle states
where he has been on business for
the past several weeks.
Albert Squires of Indianapolis, left
this morning in his automobile for
CaliPhoenix, Ariz., on his way to
in
Las
a'
visitor
been
has
He
fornia.
Vegas for the past few days.
Harry Mossiman, accompanied by
a brother and two sisters, came in this
week from their home st Beulah and
will attend the New Mexico Normal
University for the remainder of the
"
winter.
connected
A. C. Hepner, formerly
with the Gross Kelly & Company box
for
factory, left yestercray afternoon
He
locate.
will
he
where
Santa Fe,
&
has resigned from the Gross Kelly
tod-ay- .

Company.
Lorenzo Delgado,
Clerk
County
and Chester
Adelaido
Tafoya
jud'e

Hunker returned yesterday evening
from a three days' quail hunting trip.
of their
They satisfied the doubts
73
quail.
friends with about

m mm tm
INSPECTION
PARTY
D. C. JACKL1NG AND
LAS VEGAS
THBOUGH
WAY TO SALT LAKE

PASS
ON

Jackling, ono of the biggest
States,
in the United
men
mining
this afterpasbed through Las Vegas
noon wiih a i.any ot mine
on his vay to ..Bali Lake, City from
tsanta Kiia. He is .traveling in private car "Cypiess, which is the per-

BY

TO BUILD

WILL

CHAVEZ WHIPPED THIS WEEK

hibited rare gameness, but try as he
would be could not stand off the aggressive and clever Campi. In the
eighteenth round Chavez showed a
flash, but he was too tired to do any
damage and at the end he was tottering about the ring, a badly battered
and beaten boy."
In the nineteenth round the crowd
urged the referee to stop the bout, as
Chavez was in distress and had resorted to stalling to last, out the full
20 rounds.
His flash in the precedround
the referee reason to
gave
ing
believe he might make a whirlwind
finish, and the bout was allowed to
continue.

PLAYtitb

mtm

WILL NOT BE HEARD

'

New York, Nov. 5. Any lingering
doubt of the popularity of intercollegiate football, even under the revised
playing rulesi, is removed by the de- luge of applications pouring in on
those in charge of the ticket distribu- tion for the big games of the season.
Tho demand for seats surpasses any

previous record and the various managements are at their wits' end trying
to devise some method of equitably
meeting the situation. From present
indications the seating capacity of
the various fields upon which the
Harvard-Princeto-

Army-Nav-

and
Princeton-Yal- e
games will be played
will be unequal to the demands already being filed by alumni, undergraduates and their friends.
One of the surprises of the season
is the Increased interest in the Army-Navgame, to be played in this city
on November 29. It was thought that
with the transfer of the contest from
Franklin Field, Philadelphia, to the
Polo Grounds, the 41,000 seats would
who wished to
accommodate
witness the play. Such, however, is
not likely to be the case and It is
possible there will be no public sale
of seats as originally planned. Less
than five 'thousand seats are avail-abl- e
for such a sale under the most
favorable conditions and even th,is
small percentage may be greatly rereduced by preferred applications
ceived by every mail.
For several years there has been no
public sale of tickets for the
and Princeton-Yal- e
games
and the demand from those privileged
to apply' for these coupons under the
rules of the competing universities
has Increased to the point where the
allotments are being curtailed greatly
in order that there may be no charge
of favoritism. The ticket situation
has reached the point where tremendous demand offers a promising field
for speculators. To cope with this
evil the various college organizations
and i"Mipa.ions are issuing warnings
upon the subject of selling or giving
away tickets alloted to those entitled
to them similar to the following published at Yale university:
"The 'Blacklist' is no empty phan
tom. It is a real book,
botnd in
black, compiliil with the aid 'of a
large corps of detectives and kept in
the ticket offife to receive and retain
the names of those whose infringement of the rules makes them ineligible for furtier applications fo.' tickets. The we will avail themselves
of the opportunity to redeem :ickets
that they ddnot Intend to use themselves, therdy insuring that thy will
not be enroled among this doubtful
Pennsylvania-Cornel-

l

y

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST COMPANY

Commenced BunineHH October

their option to complete the irriga
tion project upon the Las Vegas grant,
are delaying too long in reaching a
final decision, a number of business
men of Las Vegas are contemplating
calling a meeting soon to discuss ways
and means to secure early completion
of the work.
It Is understood the Salt Lake City
people have 'sent word here to the effect that they cannot accept the contract at this time, though
they believe it to be perfectly feasible. As
they have been In possession of an
option upon the construction contract
for many months, it was deemed advisable by several of the business men
of the city to begin making plans independent of them.
Denver capitalists who are interested in the project are expected here
within a day or two, hut the general
sentiment locally seems to be In favor
of perfecting plans for the building of
the Irrigation system by home capital.
This will make Las Vegas somewhat
independent of outsiders. If outside
firms come in with better terms than
those on which the works can be constructed with Las Vegas capital, it
will be a simple matter to accept them,
if properly safeguarded. If no satisfactory plans are submitted, the proposition jfor home construction ca,n be
adopted, say the Las Vegas boosters.
The general sentiment seems to be to
get action and not waste any' time

14, 11)12

EVIDENCE OF GROWTH
Total Resources November 4. 1913
Total Resources November 4, 1912......
QUE YEARS GROWTH.. ....
while outside capitalists

$334,329.63
SI37.510.90

CWG,GW.73

are

doing colored transparencies also are a valuable educative feature. These illustrate conservative jumpering methods,
GOOD FOREST EXHIBIT
fire protection, reforestation, real and
One of the most noteworthy features trail construction and other forest
of the recent dry farming congress r.cUvilJes.
We aim to show, la ibis
sessions at Tulsa, Okla., was a forest way the practical business feat ires of
exhibit by the United States forestry our wov."
bureau, in charge of R. L. Rogers,
formerly attached to the Albuquerque
ALLISON IS INDICTED
office of silviculture and who has now
Roswell, N. M., Nov. 5. Dave Allibeen assigned to the preparation of son, formerly chief of the Roswell
forest service exhibits with headquar- police force, was Indicted
today by
ters at Washlntgon, D. C.
the grand jury, charged with acceptAn entire corner of the government
ing a $500 bribe to aid the cowmen
building at Tulsa was occupied by the of this county win their fight against
forest exhibit, the chief feature of the sheepmen. Allison was
selected
which was a model of a typical na- several months
ago by the sheepmen
tional forest, showing topography, to
investigate charges that the cowroads and trails, telephone lines, fire men were
poisoning sheep of the counlookout stations, farms taken up unHis report was
ty with
der the act of June 11, with minia- favorable to
the cowmen.
No cow
ture sheep and cattle grazing on the
men are yet Indicted for giving the
range.
'
bribe.
"Our object In these exhibits," said
Mr. Rogers, "is to illustrate graphically the details of national forest adRIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION
ministration and work. We can bring
Reno, Nev. 5. As a result of a
home more clearly by models than In shooting affair in the Red Top dance
any other way the actual appearance hall at Rochester last week "Billy"
of the forest and the methods and Edwards, proprietor of the place, was
purposes of forest management. The shot and killed by J. G. McFadden.
their negotiating.

.

salt-pete- r.

'

Frank Manda, Edward's partner, was
shot over the heart and will die, and
"Shorty" Burns and Emma Hoffman,
the latter McFadden's wife, also were
wounded.
McFadden came to the
dance hall to persuade his wife, who
was working there, to leave the place.
The three men dissuaded her from
leaving.
POOR MAN'S TRIBUTE
Chicago, Nov. 5. The funeral of
Edward Morris, the packer,, was 'usld
here today. The display of floral
tributes was In keeping with the
wealth and prominence of the deced-

ent,
was
was
"I
any

but the most prominent position
given two white roses, to which
attached a card reading:
thought more of Mr. Morris thau
man in the world. A Poor Man."

WRECK IS DISASTROUS
Melun, Nov. 5. Thirty-two
persons
were killed and forty injured when

the

Marseilles-Pari-

s

express

train

was wrecked by collision with a local
train near here late Tast evening. The
bodies were not all recovered until

this afternoon.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Yale-Harva- rd

AMERICAN LEAGUE SAYS IT HAS
RECEIVED NO DEMAND FROM
BALL TOSSERS
Chicago, Nov. 5 The American
league will not consider the demands

of the ball players' fraternity at its an
President
nual meeting tomorrow.
Johnson said today that the league
has never been asked formally by the
fraternity to grant any reforms or to
may any oUanaos in the contracts, and
that while the National commission
had teferred to each club owner a
synopsis of the changes desired by
the men, the program of the meeting
called for no discussion of it.
The commission probably wP take
first actio.t on the demands, ahead
of either the American or National
leagues, if any action is taken, accord
Magnates ot the
irig ta Johiuioa.
in
slow
were
gathering today,
league
and the absence of some of its members caused postponement of the
board of directors' meeting until tomorrow.
It will precede the league
meeting, which is to be held in the
afternoon, f
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company." I
In roundfigures, 35,000 seats will
BATTLING
be availali) for the
at hw Haven, November 15,
VOKK game
rvard-Yal- e
and the
game at Cam- 22.
Twenty-sevebridge, Ndember
IS thousand tats will be the capacity of 1 1
HE
SAYS
BOOTBLACK
THE
sonal property of Air. Jackling.
the standikt University Field, Prince- READY TO GIVE MIKE BACA A
inose traveling with Mr. Jackling
whe Princeton and Harvard
TOMORROW
,'tton.
LACING
.were (J. iU. MacNeill, .president ol
Nofnber 8.
play,
tun tiali anu Chino Copper company;
The
bootPejisylvanla brigade that will
fearless
the
Battling 'Togo,
viiiurles Hayuou oi the Hayton Stone
Invade Ah Arbor for the Michigan
of
Baca
Mike
meet
will
who
black,
underage company ot New York,
tomorrow night at the game wil be one of the most pre- ana Spencer Penrose, a niiulu man Santa Fa here
the year. "University of
ftoseiilhal
hall, finished his training
a brother ot aeuiuor Penrose of
12 fast Pennsylvfiia
worked
Special," whlca will
when
he
last
night,returnPennsylvania, 'the puny is
boxed with several pugil leave Pljadelphla on November 14,
He
rounds.
of
the
ing from the inspection trip
did general training work. will conft of three steel sleeping
mine sunder their control and have ists and
Hatch, says his man cars, onpDservatlon, one dining and
trainer.
most
Togo's
found these properties producing
which is In excellent shape and that his one clul
with
mines
The
successfully.
Is sure to win.
these men are interested are now pupil
)AKUM IS WINNER
Promoters
Montoya and Cordova re
conseand
developed
prftctiically
Denv Nov. 4. Stanley Yoakum of
Mike Baca this
word from
ceived
steady.
is
quently the outputs
all morning to the effect that he would East L Vegas (last jnight Hnocke l
iwr. Jackling is connected with
arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow on train out Jot iladison of Denver'4 in the
this
visited
by
the mines that were
rc d of a, ten roifud fiiht. Farl
and Xo. 10. Baca intended coming over third
party. He is directing manager
as given' the decision over
He
so.
was
Puryea
do
to
finable
but
today,
vice president of the- - Chino Coppfr
itson
o,f Brooklya in a ten
George
is
and
excellent
is
condition
in
ready
concompany at Santa Rita, and is also
round lit. Young Erlenborn and
bout.
for
tha
nected in practically the same capaSde went ten rounds to a
The advance sale for this fight' has Harry
1
city WKii the Utah Copper company, been large and for this reason the draw. Ee fighting was mediocre.
company,
I'lio Nevada- Consolidated
have made arrangements
n,n antta and Kimerior mines and promoters
M
addition to the regular number
an
for
HTS FOR TONIGHT
several Alaska gold mines.- Mr. Jack
will be Jack
referees
The
seats.
of
Jim fey, vs. AI Reich, 10 rounds, f ;
and his party have been on the
i:i;
Laubach and William Cullen. Music at Neffork,
the
for
rl
mines
past
these
roi visiting
also will be furnished.
Joe ers vs. Cleve Bridges,
days.
round t Memphis.
TOM YORK KILLED
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Roswll, N. M., Oct. 5. "Captain"
Letters remaining uncalled for for
B3H SHOW AT AUGUSTA
F. York, noted Indian fighter and
Tom
the week ending November 1, 1913:
La., Nox, 5. Hundreds of
Aum,
this
of
neighborhood
'
Atanaslo Cooley, Harvey Foster, cow puncher
found dead aristiic dogs of all varieties are
was
30
for
years,
the
past
ii
Don Modesta Fresquez, Sr., Miss
this in thands of- the judges at the first
15 miles east of Roswell
1
Klolsa Gallegos, L. B. Henderson, Mrs. about
:
force Is anmilench show of the South-easAnna Lelge, M. Filadelfio M. Martinez, morning, and the sheriffs
of foul play.
jCenne.I club, which was open- :
Sifrlsna T. Do Ortega, William E. investigating suspicions
Roswell to ed hjtoday in connection with the
was
route
en
from
He
Dona
A.
Mariya
B.
M
Sanders,
Otis, Jr.,
Geoi rarollim State fair. The show I 3
Taylor, Mrs. A. C. his ranch 60 miles east of here. York
Tenorto, Mrs.
reputation as is tlif)st extensive of its kind ever i
enjoyed a nation-widWoheman, Rev. Frank Whiting.
rifle
shot, having been with held! this section, many of the
When calling for the above letters a fancy
Bill
several
Buffalo
letters."
years, and refus- leadliennels of the country bavin?;
"advertised
please ask for
sentiir prize winners.
offers.
ed other tempting
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.

operas

FIVE

P

BOXER HAD NO HUGE DEMAND FOR TICKETS FOR
Having reached the opinion that the
CHANCE
THE
WITH
THE IMPORTANT GRIDIRON
FAST
Salt Lake City capitalists, who have
CONTESTS
BANTAMWEIGHT
'been given several extensi on k n nnn

Yale-Harvar-

1913.

SYSTEM

THE TRINIDAD

Los Angeles, Nov. 5. Eddie Campi
of San Francisco, was given the decision over Benny Chavez, of Trinidad,
Colo., at the end of their 20 round
bout at Vernon arena last night.
The Trinidad bantam had no chance,
in only four rounds did Chavez show
any reason for his having been matched with Campi, and then he evidenced
only comparative aggressiveness.
At the end of the fight he was materially the worse for wear while
Campo was fresh.
The referee's decision was well
earned by Campi, for he showed the
little Mexican no mercy. Chavez ex-
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BUSINESS MEN DISCUSS PLANS
FOR COMPLETING THE IRRIGATION PROJECT

FOOTBALL

CAMPI

NOVEMBER

WITH DOME MONEY

BE GREAT FOR

EDDIE

WEDNESDAY,
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Come down to the office
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and make your selection
from our beautiful line

ft takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
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MESSAGES

HIS

SEAUErrSMETiIORIAL

BACK

GIVEN

v

A unique

you, dear?"
The husband promised. The next
morning his wife received a postal
card: "Dear wife, I reached Dover
all right. Yours aft."
Though somewhat disappointed, she
thought her husband must have been
howpressed lor time. Two days later,

1b

ever, another card arrived, with the
startling announcement: "Here I am
In Taris. Yours ever." And etlll later:
"I an indeed in Paris'. Yours."
Then the wife decided to have a lit-ifun and seized her pen and wrote:
"Dear husband, the children and I are
at Brixton. Yours."
A few days later she wrote again:
"We are still in Brixton."
In her last communlctaion she grew
more enthusiastic. "Dear husband,
here we are in Brixton. I repeat It,
eir, we art in Brixton. P. S. We are
indeed."
In due time her husband reached
home, fearing that his poor wife had
temporarily lost her sensns, and
'
to ask the meaning of her
With a wlnnln:
s rarpe messages.
she handed him his own three
has-trno-

csi.al cards.

Gatling Gun.

The first of those terrible engines ol
warfare known as the Gatling gun
was invented in 1862 by Richard Jor
dan Gatling, who was born in North
Carolina.
Gatling, the son of a rich
planter, waa well educated, and early
devoted himself to scientific work and
mechanical experiments. Hie first de
vice was a screw propeller for steam
ships, on which, on applying for a pat
ent, he found himself anticipated by
Ericsson. Next he contrived a machine for planting rice, wheat and oth
er grain in drills, which proved high
Having used his inven
ly successful.
tive geniu3 In euch a manner as to assist in feeding and preserving humanity, he next set about the task of con
triving a machine for killing his fel
lows. There were crude rapid fire
guns iu use when Gatling turned hi?
attention to the subject, but they were
of little practical value. The Gatling
gun, soon led to a revolutionizing ol
artillery, and until his death the in
ventor devoted his time almost eselu
slvely to perfecting and manufacturing
that formidable weapon, which ha
been adopted by all the armies of the
world. Tens of thousands of graves
now attest to the deadly accuracy o
the slaying machine invented by Gat

.' J
..K.-H1-'

.WEAPON

inventor Will Lonq Be Remembered
as Originator of Fax.ous

n

.V.

DEADLY

LIVES

i

ling.

;Stone Tower at Vineyard Haven, Erect-- ,
ed as Memorial to Sailors of Mer
shant Marine.

Jt anOlUer 1016O

nu.

-

He Had Heard

O

fed

":v:;"a. Because he learned
f.aacee, Mrs. Gustav Mahle
had a
--Aidow of the composer,
income of $10,000 a year, Koko-rluika, the famous painter, has brofc-,:off his engagement to her. He d
combine;
.dfred that he thought theirmuch"
be
"too
would
incomes
Vha't be wants to marry a poor girl.

'

Forced Him to Cook.
Answering his wif
.u..t suit, Goodwin 'osenb'
' ' 1 a similar counter?".
c
it v. 'y conifil,f"i 'i

,V,"a
--

yorj

" h Br,

i flr

-

tJoKi.r.-,v--
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Per aiu

Hi
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-

him

claim

of sonaratn cn.wit
;tsprecedence,
but'.
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Fri-lay- .

NOTED EDUCATORS AT OMAHA
FURNISHED ROOMS fir Ugh
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 5. Many noted
921 Lincoln
keeping.
rious sections of

WOODMEN OF AMERICA
-- Meet In the Forest of
Brother!;
house Love at
Woodmen of th3 World hal'
on the second and fourth Mondays
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan

the country are in attendance at the
annual gathering of the State Teach- FOR RENT To lady ir gentleman
comfortabi, furnished
employed,
ers' association which opened its ses
room; no health seelers
phone
sion of three days here today. Among
5301.
Meikle-iphPurple
Alexander
them are President
of Amherst, college; Professor
n T Carson, former commissioner
of education in Ohio; Chancellor Av
Profesery of the State university;
pup, light yllow with
sor E. R. Hedrick, head of mathema LOST-!ol- lie
Na2 months,
white
Dr.
breast,
Missouri;
of
old, name
tics University
Colonel. Notify Lubin udio.
n,ui,foi nutler of the University of
Chicago and several others.
n

Lost

Sonsul;

G.

Laemmle, Clerk;
Local

Montague,

I

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

HER.AVE.MAN

429 GRAND

FURNITURE AND

nausEHom:

goods

BOUGHT ANO SOLD

National Ave.

Professional Health Culturear Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEAlR
General Massage, Hair d Scalp
Treatment, B'aclal Massa Mani-

State of Ohio, city of Tola
s
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makesfeth that
he is senior partner of t firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doiribusiness
in the City of Toledo, Cnty and
State aforesaid, and thatkid firm
will pay the sum of ONE NDRED
DOLLARS for each and ry cas
of catarrh that cannot be ci I by the
HALL'S CATARRH TRE.
FRANK J. QNEY.
Sworn to before me an ubscrib-ein my presence, this
day of
December, A. D. 18S6.
A. W. GLEpN,
(Seal)
Of

d

MERCHANTS CAFE
The'Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
ia Las Vegas
yon mustn't
go out with a gentleman without a
Her Mother

chaperon.

No, Dolly,

Dolly
know, mamma, but everybody sayH he's uo eenileman.
1

C. C. CLAYTON, prp I'

Notartublic.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is th inter
nally and acts directly In the
blood and mucous surfaces Ihe sys
tem. Send for testimonlalioe.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Tfr, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pillir conI
stipation. Adv.

517 DOUUbAS AVE.

Kcst to l'ostsil Telegraph

Offn e

Visiting

FRENCH- -

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
9
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lb. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lis., Each Delivery
Less than 50 I be., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

...

20c

per

100

ib

25c per 100 lb
30c per 100 lb.
40c per 108 lb.
50c per 100

A6.ilA.PUDA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorera, and Dlrtributore ot Natural Ice, t Pnrlty m
Lasting Qualltlea ol Which Hav Made Las Ves Tamona.
OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AnENUE

cure, Chiropody
Hotel Romalnej
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. tJ30 p. m.

use

T3he

SILVER

W

Z.

Deputy.

WM.

ROGERS &
AA
SONS'
STANDARD

members are especially welcoos a"r
cordially Invited.

DENTISTS

In damp, chilly weather there is "
"
"
T"
i always
a large, demand, for. BAi-DR.
B. HUXMAN
F.
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
I
Dentist
many people who know by experience
Denttl work of any descbtlon ai
its great relieving power in rneumatic aches and pains, prepare to
moderate prices
apply It at the first twinge, rnce Room 1, Center Block, TelMaln 13'
OK
Run ana ll.UO per uouie.
ookj
East Las Vegas, Neir exlco
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
-

nd St.

f i

f

,

,

M.n
as r ti(

degant

'

and

Chinese Canals Greatest.
China has led the world in the
of canal making, and to this day
standa first among the nations for tfce
skillful utilization of her Inland waterways. One great canal maintains com
munication between Peking and Canton, a distance of 1,200 miles, and the
total extent of the canals of China is
over 5,000 miles. Russia owns the long
est canal in the world, extending from
St. Petersburg to the Chinese frontier.
i dltanc of 4.472 miles, and aisa the
second longest, covering 1,43-1- miles

.

h

121 a,

Asu-aeha-

wYzkn

-

ing.

Marry a Poor Girl.

1

G--

lliMl

,

.

:

four genial business men were sit
ting at a table. Outside the air was
soft and balmy, and everything ir
nature was a sweet allurement tc
buy a railroad ticket and beat it foi
the woods. "It la In my system," re
marked one of the party, reflectively
She Mr. Pounder certainly is a vigglancing through the open window
"There ia nothing bo appealing as the orous piano player.
call of the wild." "It may strike you
He I was just wondering what the
that way, old fellow," responded an piano ever done' to him.
other, with a faint smile. "But right
here I beg the privilege of casting a
A DIFFERENCE
dissenting vote." "You don't know
what you are talking about, Jim''
emphatically declared the first. "Die'
you ever hear the call of the wild?'
"Yes," replied " Jim, with something
akin to a sigh, "from the head of the
stairs the other night, when I didn't
get home till two o'clock In the morn

walk in, remove his shoes and set
Ua down for a quiet sleep. Again r
policeman was called and again tl:v
ranger replied he was "waiting to:
si train." This time the policcnv:.:
.jiccompanled him on a street car it,
ulio Union etatlon.
At the station the stranger, r
'
MlcfcfiiUy
ignorant of his mir.l:
rerravV.ed: "Fine lot of stations yo.,
get in this town."
Would

It

,

.

tip

It was during the lunch hour

y

,

,
enters Austria under very muct
more favorable conditions than cotton
seed oil, the duty on the former being
2.5 crowns for 10 kilos, while the dutj
on the latter is 40 crowns.

rural

i'i

Ma-oni-

man;--

visitor from
-- near Jefferson City," six feet three
Inches tall, and imbued with a belated Labor day spirit and several
other kinds of spirits, came to St.
Xouis, and like many other strangers
went out for a stroll before train time.
When he became tired lie walked into
one of the most fashionable hotels
near Forest park and sprawled himself out for a rest in a rocker in the
center of the lobby. By and by the
clerk asked htm for whom he was
waiting, and the etranger replied "for
train."
The clerk explained that trains did
nt Tiasa the hotel, and asked a po
liceman to direct the"" rurallte to the
1'Tilnn station. An hour later guests
A

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

,c.

one-hal-

Louis.

OPTIC

t;

Austrian Cooking Fat.
Lard is very expensive in Austria
wards and some of the visiting sailors especially at Carlsbad, consequently H
in hoisting Into place the cap that is regarded somewhat as a luxury. At
Staylaight We're here today and
crowns the tower. This cap alone a substitue a preparation known at
gone tomorrow.
was
It
used.
is
a
and
or
ton,
placed "spelsfett,"
cooking fat,
weighs about
Miss Weerelgh Well, thank goodis sold under the name of "ceres," ant ness, tomorrow will soon be here now.
by a derrick rigged for the purpose
'The cap Is supported by slabs, and be it is said that its principal ingredient
tween these have been fitted panes ol is palm oil. This substance is pre
colored glass. The whole Is surmount pared hi the towns of Bodenbach anc
AT THE MUSICALE
ed by a weaiher vane, which stands 2) Aussig and sells for 145 crowns fot
100 kilos ($13.40 for 100 pounds) ir
feet from the ground.
large quantities, or 1.6 crowns a kilr
HOTELS HiS WAITING ROOM (14 cents a pound) In small quanti
ties in Carsbad. It is put up In caket
f
kilo (1.1 pounds)
weighing
LobIn
Louis
Visitor
Rural
Camps
St
and is sold without a container. Ir
"Walt
to
Hostelrles
of
bies
i
v,
Big
appearance It is much like cottolene
for Train."
Palm oil, owing to a treaty with Ger

St

Bhe

LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
Albuquerque, Nov. 5. An Important
meeting of the executive committee
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
of the New Mexico Good Roads
THE
BEST
GOODS OBTAJVPT.F ALWAYS HANDLED
has been called at the Comon
November
in
mercial club
this ctty
7, the object of the session being to
consider the advisability of affiliating
with the National Highways association. It Is expected that action will
he taken looking to such affiliation.
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
W. A, Alsdorf, a representative of
A. M.
102 Meets every Monday
Regular comnight w
the national organization, will be here
munication first And O. R. C. hall, on Donglas avenue at
to confer with the committee and inthird Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corteresting results are expected from
ach month. Y 11 ting
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pred-denthe session. The meeting will be atbrothers
s
cordially ln- J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. H.
tended by President R. E. Twitchell
tltftd. Wm P ftlla
Bally, Treasurer:
of the state association, by local RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
W. M., H. 8 .rn
Petten, Secretary'.
members of the committee, D. K. B.
Sellers, Don J. Rankin and E. L.
LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO, 2,
n
LOCAL TIME CARD
members. Five cents
Grose, and other
Insertion.
line
each
per
KN,GHT8
JEMPLAR-R- eg'
Walter Agnew Asdorf of Columbus, Estimate six
ordinary words to a line.
!ar conclave
4 Tues-daThe Boarder You advertised this O., is manager of the northern organ No ad to
occupy lest space than two
In each month at
resort.
summer
a
o
Why,
as
East Bcund
being
place
of the Highways lines
ization
department
All
advertisements charged
Temple at 7:
the thermometer hasn't been any low- association. He has been on the coast
p. m. Q. h
Arrive
Depart
will be booked at space actually set
KinkeL B. c.: Chaa. Tamme,' R
er than 90 degrees ever since I've
No.
:!?: ,p. vk
9:10 p. rn...
to attend a Phoenix
about
and
is
without regard to number of words.
been here.
carder.
No.
.11:05 p. m.. 11:05 p. a
Mrs. De Wiser Well, ain't 90 de- meeting at which it is expected the Cash In advlnce preferred.
No
. 2:05 a.
m. . . .2:10 a i
will
state
roads
Arizona
organization
grees summer?
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
: 45
2:10 p u
3, ROY- No.
p. m. . .
be amalgamated with the national
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
West
Bound
state
Texas
The
organization
body.
vocation
first Monday in
Arrive
PROFESSIONALISM
has already come in, according to a
Depan
each
month
.'
2U p. m
at Masonic No"
Mr.
Alsdorf
from
1:45 p. ia
letter received here
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H Xo.
:10 a. m. . . fi:15 a. n
.
announcing his clan to attend the r
JVrl B. Hubbard. H P - v n No.
4:20 p in.'.. 4:30 p. nt
local meeting.
Blood, Secretary.
No.
7:00 p. i
;SS p. ra.
Regulate the bowels when they fail
0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
to move properly. HERBINE is an
hi
1.
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
Meets every Monday evening a
ATTOKXEYx
the Hver and stomach and restores a
their hall on Sixth street. All vibHinji
and
fine feeling of strength
buoyoncy.
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attei:i
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.
A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunfcw
D.
P.
George
N.
Fries,
G.; Gus Lehman, V.
Adv.
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Weru
New Mexl
Cause of Insomnia
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeien Las Vegas.
The most common cause of insom- WANTED Plain cook and housekeeD- Trustee.
er for country. Wage $25.00 month,
nia is disorders of the stomach and
;. oars
constipation. Chamberlain's Tablets
t.,
Address L. C. Optic offico.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
correct these disorders and' enable
an(d
fourth Tuesday evening of each
you to sleep. For sale by all dealers.
WANTED A maid at Hotel Ea Pen
Adv.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
sion.
avonue.
Douglas
Visaing brothers
CAMPAIGN
SUFFRAGE
TO PLAN
are
invited. Gov. Wm. J.
cordially
5.- -- A larsle and
This
Nov.
Mich.,
WANTED
GIRL
Jaeison,
Potter Candy Co.
Rogers" 1
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
enthitsiastic attendance augurf well
M
c
C:t
Secretary.
for tha success of the twenty-eightconvention of the Michigan
The Tough One I'm telling yous, annual
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-IT-i- you
association, which
Suffrage
ears
1 ain't
me
Equal
to
wiggle
goin
now;
COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
today.'
The
here
Us
session
m:
t'ro
nor
opened
nor cuss fer yous
spit
FOR SALE Seven room house. Miss W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the
EMPRESS 1
teeth until you digs up two cents!
delegates were called to- order by
Richley, 508 Main. Phono Main 41G,
first and third Mondays of. each
Clara B. Arthur, the president of the
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights, and 1
f
association, who delivered her annual FOR
pure apple cider and good ap Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-manCAUSE FOR THANKFULNESS
address. The convention promises to
ples phone Olive 5G21. Prices right,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
be of considerable importance, as a
It s giving you
Mrs.
A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
associer;
of
the
thorough reorganization
FOR SALE SPECIAL BARGAIN IF 908 Jackson
Z.
W.
avenue;
Montague,
a present for do- ciation is planned which is considered
TAKEN AT ONCE Good
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
necessary in view pf the defeat of
ing something
frame house on three deep lots; East Las Vegas, N. M.
the suffrage party at the last state
w
1
1
barn, chicken house, fruit and shade
a do uny
in
six
candidates
are
you
election. There
t
trees; well located; a good
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
the field for the position of president
way when you
INBESTMENT
& AGENCY COR
cama
spirited
fourth
of the association anl
Thursday
evening ear
learn how Much
PORATION
month at W. O. W. hall.- Visitin,
paign is expected. .The gathering
Better
EMPRESS
wiltl adjourn on
brothers cordially invited. Howard 7
A.
P.
Linn Secretary
FLOUR realb is.
dvis, Dictator;
BIRMINGHAM, ATA. F. U Willis,
S. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE
NO. 54'
Made by GERand
suffered greatV from asthma
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tue
.vrltes: i'T got no re- FOR EENT- - Rooms over York's
He
W"
bronchitis.
Oliver
MAN PROCESS
gro3UI
m
i
day of the month in the vestry room;
lief until I tool Foley's Honey and
cery!
of Temple Monlefiore at 8 o'clock i
Tnr romnound. It entirely removed
ONE COUPON FROM
those choking smsations, and never
m. Visiting brothers are
I
sz
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
cordially ii,
in desirable
failed to produce an easy and com FOR RENT Cottage
I
O
vltcd. Isaac Appel, President; Charle.
FIVE
STAMPS
fortable condition of tne tnroai aim
neighborhood, newly painted,
pa
Cross
Red
and
BRINGS YOU THE
Greenclay,
Secretary.
lun?s. O. G. Sclaefer
Low
rate.
pered, eiectnc ngnte.
SPOON
IT 'S
Drug Store. Adt.
Photfe Purple 5301.
MODERN
GENUINE

COLUM

thing

and striking methe new stone tow--r
morial structura
in the forn of a lighthouse, erected
Vineat Vineyard Haven, Martha's
of
seamen
of
dead
In
memory
yard,
the merchant marine, by the Boston
Seamen's Friend eociety. The tower,
la practically completed, although two
bronze tablets, one bearing the dedication, and the other the names of the
men buried In the shadow of the
tower, have yet to be placed. The
ISoston Seamen's Friend society maintains a Bethel at Vineyard Haven,
with a chaplain who has charge of
lioth the spiritual and the physical
welfare of the seafarers who put into
port there.
The chaplain, Madison Edwards,
originated the idea of such a memorial
five years ago. Funds to the amount
of nearly $500 were' collected from the
seamen In the harbor, and the work
was undertaken by Edwards assistant,
Austin Tower, who built the monument from specifications obtained from
the U. S. lighthouse board. Mr. Edwards, in the Bethel boat, the Helen
went to the Islands ot Naushon find
of
Kasbawena, nearby, for field
suitable size from the rocky bills. It
3a estimated that over 30 tons ot smai.
stone were brought across for the purpose. The trimmings are of granite.
The work was done by Mr. Tower
in spare time, with the aid of Mr. EdBoston.

1913.

mm

A busy English merchant was about
to leave his home In Brixton for a trip
on the continent, and his wife, knowreing his aversion to letter writing,
minded him gentry of the fact.
and
"Now, John, you must be eyes
an
us
and
drop
home
at
us
ears for
occasional post card telling us anyof interest. Don't forget, will

Boston Seamen' Friend Society Erect
It In Memory of the Dead of the
Merchant Marine Chaplain
Originate! Idea.

5,

me

And Hubby, Astonished at Their Brevity, Wondered How That
Should Be.

New Stone Tower Light House
at Vineyard Haven.

NOVEMBER

ROAD MEETING CALLED

SURE

j

WEDNESDAY,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Wanted Good, clean ragi cents
per pound. Optio Office.

w
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That property ron want to tell tt
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Ed
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so busily did she work that the did
not know how tiree wns passing un;id two
til the sound of Blair's
her. She lost
flight;; down
her balance, tr ,.;d to regain it, and
toppled down with a crash upon the
pieces of glass.
she picked herself up
and fled, leaving the broom and duster behind. She rah into her room
and locked the door, and waited in an
agony of suspense to hear Blair enter
his room.
She lies rd the door clone, heard a
loud extiumat! iy, i.e.'irU uie door fly
a hammering
open. And .u-at hsr own. Delia waited, breathless,
siient. He would not go away. He
rapped louder. In terror she sprang
to her feet and opened. Blair was
standing outside, red with anger. In
his hands he held the broom and dus:

FOREVER
HAROLD

CARTER.
Blair occupied a Btudlo In an
district of New York, at
the very top of - the lodglng-hou.,where rooms could be obtained without board for Bums varying from two
to seven dollars weekly. Blaii likad
the place because it was solitary, and
had stipulated that his room was not
to be cleaned. There he established
himself with ninety-fivdollars and
the paraphernalia of his trade.
He calculated that tlu: money would
last him just Ions enough for the
completion of his great stained glass
window for the Church of the Annunciation. The agreement was for pay-- '
ment upon delivery, and Blair knew
that his first commission would lead
to many others. He had eight weeks
In which to complete the work, and
By

e

e

he had spent two sketching and pacing the floor, smoking innumerable
cigarettes while his ideas took form
in his mind.
He could not fix the image of the
angel. His ideas, shadowy at first,
had gradually crystallized into a woman's face that he had never seen.
Sometimes he would wander through
the streets looking for her, but he
never found her.
However, even without this he could
produce a satisfactory piece of work.
He knew that and worked hard. His
unintentional frown . when he met
other roomers on the stairs soon
taught them to leave him alone. He
had the reputation of being a crank.
That was what Mrs. James, the landlady, told Miss Lucy Dexter.
"I'm sorry that I must give you the
room next to his, my dear," she said
to the girl, "but as you can't pay
more than two that's the only one
at the price.
I can let you have
There's only his room and yours on
the top floor, but I guess he won't
annoy you, If you don't mind his
frown."
Bnt Delia did mind his frown terribly. She had not been long in New
jTork, where she supported herself
as a stenographer in a law office,
jshe was homesick and unhappy, and
he had no friends at all.
Blair scowled dreadfully when he
came to realize that the room next
to bis was taken, and by a woman.

Panic-stricke-

ce

ter.

"Are these yours?" he demanded.
ami I have to
"Yes, I see they ar
thank you for makin0 a bear's garden
of my studio and destroying the work
of weeks," he exclaimed, in tones that
Delia had never heard addressed to

her before.
"I I wanted to help you," the girl
stammered. "I thought"
But how could she tell him what
she had thought that he was as lonely a3 she, that he had no one to care
for him. The tears came Into her
eyes, and finding it impossible to restrain then she put her handkerchief
to her face .and sobbed.
Already dishevelled by her long
work in the studio, she felt that her
hair was loosening, and, putting her
hand to her head to make it secure,
only succeeded in letting the whole
auburn mass tumble about her shoulders.

'CLUTTER" WOULD BE MISSED SOMETIMES NEED
After All, This Must Remain Alwayi
a Matter cf Individual

bric-a-bra-

There was a long silence. Delia
dared not look up, but she dared not
go back into her room, for she felt
that her crime was too deep not to Monitor.
need requital.
Suddenly she felt two hands on her MAY BE RALEIGH'S SETTLERS
shoulders. Mr. Blair had actually
done that; he dared to swing her
round so that the light from the hall Group of People in North Carolina
Hard to Account for In Any
window fell upon her face.
Other Way.
"You are wonderful!' he exclaimed.
"Mr. Blair!" said Delia indignantThere lives In the woods and
ly.
swamps of Robeson county, North
"Wonderful! You are my angel!'!'
"How dare you say that to me!" Carolina, a Btrange group of people,
in appearance somewhat resembling
cried Delia, and then it waa Blair's
Portuguese or muiattoes. Their manturn to be apologetic.
"You don't understand. I don't ners, customs, and personal appearmean that sort of angel," he explained. ances are unlike those of any other
"The angel that I was trying to do race on the American continent, says
the Southern Workman, and interin glass when you so happily decourse with their neighbors is limited
stroyed my efforts. Now you must to the extent which
necessity de
sit to me. I have still time to do
mands. Harking back to 1587, it will
my picture."
be recalled that one of the expediAnd when he had explained they
felt themselves to be fast friends for tions o' colonists sent out from Eng
land by Sir Walter Raleigh arrived
ever.
But long before the great window on Roanoke island, North Carolina
commaad
of
Capt
had been completed and brought Blair under the
Capt. John White
the first of his many triumphs, he John White.
had decided that Delia was to be that never saw his people after lu
sort of angel after all. And Delia left them on Rpanoka island and re
turned to England for supplies. Wher.
thought so too.
he returned the little band, it Is sup
G.
1913,
W.
(Copyright,
Chapman.)
by
posed, had gone to the mainland aac
been absorbed in an Indian tribe. It
NEW ENGLAND'S REAL BEAUTY is now believed that the descendants
of this tribe of Indians are at this
Wild Roses In Profusion During the time living in Robeson county, where
more than thirty families have names
Summer Months Have a Charm
similar to those of White's colonists
That All Enjoy.
,

"You

Don't

Understand."

never looked at Miss Dexter, but
buried by, and as time passed her
presence only seemed to irritate him
the more.
heart was
Delia's sympathetic
touched by Blair's appearance. She
thought he did not have enough to
eat. She did not know that it was
overwork and worry that caused him
to get thinner and more haggard-lookinas the weeks went by. In fact
half the allotted time had gone and
the masterpiece was hardly begun,
r Gradually a thought came into
Delia's head. She would help him,
despite himself. Ho need never know
who it was that watched over him,
but, lonely herself, she would help
'others as lonely. She formed a very
'daring plan.
She bad come to know the routine
iOf Blair's daily life.
Every evening
;at six o'clock he would lock his door
and go out to the cheap restaurant
where he ate his supper. The rest of
his meals he cooked in his studio, but
the supper hour was unvarying. As
,he became used to her presence he
ceased to notice her at all. And one
for event hapevening a
pened. Blair left hip door unlocked.
That was Delia's opportunity. He
would not return for an hour, and one
ican do a great deal in an hour. Soft
ly she crept in, armed with a broom
and a duster. She was going to tidy
his room for him.
When she had entered she looked
round her in amazement. She saw
ithe bed, without a sign of linen, in
. one corner;
in another a little gas
stove and a table, with a couple of
chairs. And the floor was a perfect
rubbish-heaof broken glass and
paints and varnigb.es. She did not
know that all these fragments of
glass were the unpleced portions of
the great window.
First she sorted out the cans and
placed them in orderly array against
the wall. Then she gathered the
glass fragments together and put
;them in a heap upon the floor. Then,
'taking her duster, she mounted a
chair and began to wipe the cobwebs
from the walls.
All the while she was listening
for a stop on the stairs; yl
JHe

g
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Nothing in rural New England is
finer than the outburst of wild roses
which begins about the middle of
June and in some places lasts until
the end of September. The wild rose
bushes are frequently found clustering along the old stone walls whhsb
were formerly in great abundance
and now are more and more rarely
found dividing the hillside or seashore
farms into pasture lots or corn fields
or orchards. If there was any one
product which New England generously and even lavishly offered its masters when they first began to clear
its wilderness, it was the materials
for stone walls. They were impartially distributed under and over the
soil. The stonfii were of every size
and shape; thei"e were huge ones for
the lower courses and graduated minor
ones to pile on top. In many placeB
they could be made double thickness,
with hollows to fill in with superfluities. That often failed to exhaust the
supply. It is odd that they were not
used more for building houses, even
as they found their place in lining
deep wells where hung specimens oi
the old oaken bucket. Of hue years,
especially along the seashore, architects having cast their eyes on them
and seen in them artistic possibilities,
the farmers have been glad to sell at
rather high, certainly at growing
prices, the old stone walls that their
ancestors or the original owners of
the land had created at such cost of
lame backs and sweaty foreheads.
The disappearance of them has caused
a considerable loss in the plctures-quenes- s
of many localities. Around
them, clustered the wild rose bushes,
and the delicate pink blossoms looked
like exotic butterflies. Wild roses do
not stand picking very well; they
quickly drop their petals or fade away
when put into vases; but if not In
terfered with they keep up a sweet
succession of blossoms, and often one
may see the jeweled humming-birposing over them, perfectly motion
less, apparently, though his wings are
buzzing like a dynamo, men darting
off like a coal of fire.
-

d

Not Suited to White People.
Colonization offers serious problems
for the advocates of a "white Austra
lia." North Queensland 1b within that
boundary of 20 degrees north and
south of the equator In which white
men may live. But they cannot take
their wives there and, found families,
So the doctor says. And the doctor
has noted that whereas the first gen
eration of whites does well, the second and the third lead down to the
failure of the fourth.

Circumstances.
Many great human qualities come
to their best in a life of comparative
isolation. A big tree, an oak or an elm,
standing out in an open field has a
toughness of fiber, a spread of boughs
and roundness of shape that are never
seen in a tree that stands in the
woods. So people get Individuality by
being much alone. They become
more relying on themselves.
They gain clear opinions by thlr.y- things over, and thinking them out to
their necessary conclusion. They acquire Inflexibility of purpose by facing obstacles and conquering them.
The pioneers of our country and the
fathers of the republic were such men.
The projectors of great undertakings
carried through triumphantly have acquired their power in this way. The
country is the natural nursery of such
qualitJes.
People are wanted on the
farms to raise corn and grow stock
for the markets; but they are wanted
there far mare for the training of manhood and womanhood in moral worth,
in -- eliEious sensibility, In all the trails
o? a strong, upright personality, in the
"r.tnra as never tcrctoforc, our clV.ss,
v!lh their multiplying wealth and lavish luxury, are lately to need the coun-,'.ior that steady renewal of their
better life which shall keep them from
i
iiito sensuality and sinking
int? docay.
7
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Discovery

in Germany

AGE

Has Aroused

Antiquarians in All Parts
the Worid.
'

The bones of a monster believed to
be 20,000 years old were recently discovered in the garden of a mansion
at Peri vale, near Ea'ip, Germany.
This recent find has led to ths belief
that a skull of curious formation, unearthed twelve years ago, is that of a
rhinoceros of the Pleistocene period,
and probably about 20,000 years old.
Authorities have pronounced the head
to be that of a prehistoric monster.
When the excavations were made
there were also discovered parts of a
Roman wall, ieveral human skulls,
coins and spears.
The rhinoceros'
skull was found underneath a shed
which has been
standing for 300
years, and the foundations of which
consisted of concrete to a considerable depth. It waa In the course of
removing this concrete and digging
some yards below that the discovery
was made. As little importance was
attached to it, the skull was given
to the gardener, who handed it over
to his children as a plaything.
The
lower jaw, teeth, and legs of the animal have now been found. The skull
itself is about 36 inches in length,
and seems to be water worn. The
leg bones are short and thick, and
this goes to support the theory that
the animal was a rhinoceros.
Curly-Heade-

Jurors.

d

"Challenged!"
"Challenged here, too."
Then, as the
Juryman
departed with an angry flush, the tipstaff whispered:
Trials of Compositors.
"Challenged, you see, by prosecution
They tell of a Scottish compositoi
who fled from Edinburgh to London ir and defense alike. I tell you what it
is, nobody ever wants a
order to escape the
ordeal of deciphering Carlyle's helro man on a Jury.
"Lawyers tell me that they don't like
glyphics and putting them into type
He had been at work in London foi
jurors because such felsome time, when one dap a "take" o: lows are always conceited and
and are apt to cause jurors to disCarlyle's copy was given him to set
up. The eight of it appalled him. "It agree.
men conceit
that man here, too!" he exclaimed
"Why are
Whereupon, he laid down his compos ed and stubborn? Well, the lawyers
ing stick, put on his coat and hat, anc say they're spoiled in childhood. Curly
hair being regarded as a sign of beauvanished.
Bnac's copy was also a nightman ty, they are petted and favored by
to compositors. According to the Lon their mothers
Then,
outrageously.
ilea Stanford, the failure of the estab when they grow up the girls pet and
liohmeni that printed his works wai favor them. The path of a curly head
the direct result oZ the enormous la is strewn with roses roses scattered
hor spent jn making corrections in th as you might say, by the white hands
proofs of his manuscript. What li of the ladies.
"The result Is thatcurly-heademen
meant to put his copy into type li
shown by the fact that "Caesar Birot think they know It all. They are as
teau" had to be reset 15 times in 2( vain as peacocks and as obstinate as
n.ules. Therefore, they can't get on a
days! Youth's Companion.
jury at any price."
Castle for Shop Girls.
Simplicity Pays.
For many years the Count Greban
You know that man who assumes
de Pontourny, owner of a stately cas
tie and large grounds in beautiful Tou superior airs, talks patronizingly of
raine, has been echarmed each day it others, manages to squeeze in quite a
Paris by the sight of thousands of pret dictionary of words In his ordinary
ty little midinettes, dressmakers' as talk and conversation, and does not
sistants and shopgirls whom the houi seem to understand the value of simOf course you do.
af noon liberates for their daily wall plicity?
Several men met In front of the
Noticing hov
along the boulevards!
some of them, rosy and fresh at first Bank Inn the other day, and immegrew paler from their work In th diately got into the deep waters of
crowded sewing rooms, he left whei political debate.
"And now," said the principal speakbe died recently the castle and it
er,
H
to
of
Paris.
the
midinettes
pompously, after an eloquent flow
park
also provided sufficient money to main of language, "perhaps you will cointain the castle with a perpetual housi cide with me."
"Why, yes, thanks, old man," an
party of young girls resting and re
individual, moving
oruiting there. In future any midin swered a
ette needing a holiday has only to ap towards the door of the Inn. "I don't
ply and to show that she is free care if I, do."
from infectious complaint to be re
ceived there as a guest free of cost
Not a Spiritual Need.
A clergyman was preaching in a
New Idea for Belting.
strange church one Sunday evening.
Those who buy belting for machln While at supper at the vicarage aftery will not have to worry about th erward a ring came at the bell. The
price of leather In the years to com maid entered and said: "Please, sir,
if a certain sort of belting which ii there is a man at the door who says
being manufactured by a firm in Con he wants to speak to the preacher."
nectlcut proves to be a success. Th The clergyman, thinking he waa gonew product is called flexible stee! ing to interview some one, got up
belting and is realy a step further that with alacrity and went into the hail.
the chain and sprocket idea. The belt Here he saw a tall, powerful-lookinlog is made in a complicated series oi man about hia own size. "Well, my
links and can be used on all pulleyi good man, what can I do for you?"
of from two inches in diameter to thi he asked, thinking of the other spirlargest size. It has been designed es itually. "Well, sor, I was tMnking,
to yer preachpecially for service where atmospherh while I waa
conditions are bad for leather and ing, as how yer rnirrht have a pair oi
trousers as wouid lit ma!"
rubber belts.
curly-heade-
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brain-exhausti-

curly-heade-
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Btub-bor-
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Best of Human Qualities Frequently
Come to the Front Under Such

Opinion.
Men are just as much disposed
toward the cluttering habit as women,
but not one In 10,000 will admit it.
The average man is forever bringing
things home. By this we mean things
that nobody else in the house has
the slightest interest in. They may
take the form of books, of pamphlets,
c
of pictures, of
of various
kinds, of fishing apparatus, of goll
sticks, of group photographs or oi
friendly souvenirs from business associates, and he insists that they
shall all be kept in view. Usually
they crowd other clutter which the
average woman has spent a great
part of her life in collecting, and
which is found on all the mantel
pieces, on all the stands, on all the
tables and on all the walls of all the
rooms of the house.
Then as the
children grow up they bring things
home that are dear to each one of
them respectively, and these, too.
must be kept in view.
But when all this is said, an important point has still been omitted.
Clutter may, often does, cease to be
clutter In the eyes and thoughts oi
the family. There are instances in
which it has come to be regarded as
family treasure. .With all the complaint that is raised against it, it is
often grievously missed when parted
with. So truly is this the case, so
life
closely interwoven does family
become with all of its surroundings
and associations, that it is difficult tc
conclude here without asking a question that will doubtless arise in the
minds of thousands of readers, namely, What, after all, would home be
without Its clutter
Christian Science
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
.That's The Optic's Way.
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Regular dance at F.
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PREMIUM HAMS AND

at

BROOKFIELD FARM
SAUSAGE
Packed in One Pound Boxes

mum hi

;3EniSf
Easily Foiled
The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You dont know which, thus
adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.

In a wired house a mere touch on a
switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light;
The effect is safe and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.
Let u
EdUon

wire your house for

Mazda

Lamps, which

afford every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the loweit cost.

Las Vegas Light &

Power Co.
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These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents

for the approaching Holidays,
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Wholesalers

New Mexico Largest

AT THE HOME OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE1

.,

Cereals. Pettiiohn'a
Food, Gra.m of Gold, FariGrlte.
nose. Pearl Hominy, Homln
Cre&m of Wheat. Imperial Oat Mea.1,
t.
Quaker Oat, Kellogg Whea.1
Shredded
Flakee.
Kellogi's Corn
Whet, Post Toasties, Quaker Puffed
Rice. Quaker Puffed Wheat.. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jamlma's Pancake Flour.

A full lino of
Bre-kf- aat

all Wool
Covertible
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at the time mentioned.
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postmaster will be held at Ribera,
N. M., on Saturday, November 22.
The position to he filled is at tfcat
place. This position offers a salary
of $;!0;S per annum All applicants
must, bo over 21 years of age at the
time .of tile examiiation. There also
will be an examination for fireman
held in this city on December 10, the
salary paid for this position
being
from $900 to $1,500.
On
December
S there will
be an examination for
chief mine surgeon (male) at a sal
ary of from $2,400 to $3,600. Other
information concerning these examinations may be obtained at the local
postofflce.
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NEW MEX.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
s. B. Davis, Vice President.
HalM Raynolds, Cashier.
,'
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President,

6

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

i

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

WEAR UNDER IT

Irv

spend almost

You

the entire winter in it
and it is the most noticeable garment you
wear. It. therefore,
must be right in cut
and material.

1,050

larger assortment of
materials and styles
in overcoats than ever
before. Overcoats for
the large, the small,.
the stout and tall.

ii
i.

;

Large, Roomy Overcoats
at Prices From

$10 t $25

Take up your RUGS
and CARPETS

I

1

th'

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you
Las Vegas Automoiiile

I

demon-itrato-

machine

Phjne Main 344.

Co

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON
5
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EATABLES
l-T.

FULL CREAM CHEESE

1
ii

Genuine Camembert

I

twenty-eight-

greatest

You

ouht
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lo eat our

m
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"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

...
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Gross, Kelly & Co,
Sole Agents

Lettuce

Fancy Cauliflower,

AT

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

THE BISMARK

Mora Vegetables

at Ralon,

dinn;

is now tli

of onr kiMien

knows liis
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VACUUM CLEANER
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Apples Galore, Cranberries

Ernwrt Franks laie of THE KMMSH
KITCHEN

r

Wm. Whalen, Pr&p.
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DELICIOUS

and
daily
range was 48 degree. There were
11 days during last month that were
the remainder being clear.
'(cloudy,
There was no precipitation during the

in

AT .YOUR

O

BOUCHER'S

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

N'T

FULLY-EQUIPPF-

V

The

twenfiy-nlnth-

Paid! on Time Deposits

.

creehbercerE

Har-groc-

twenty-sevent-

every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best r( service

Interest

We are showing a

.

hours at the capital.
THE WEATHER REPORT
The following is the report of Voe
lunteer Weather Observer 0. L.
of the New Mexico
Normal
Mean
University for November:
maximum temperature, 62.13 degrees;
mean minimum temperature, 33.29 degrees. The mean temperature was
47.08 degrees. The maximum temperature for the month was 7G degrees
The
on the fourteenth.
minimum
temperature was 20 degrees on the
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For information leading to the arrest and conviction of the party or month.
partifis taking tools from Kearney's
Gap bridge. Missouri Valley Bridge
and Iron Co. D. R. Carroll, Foreman

Telephone Main

t

i
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Be Good
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namioag yesierciay morning to give
the conductor on Santa Fe train No.
her ticket she discovered that she
had lost her purse, which contained
'her ticket and also about
$14 in
Miss Abbott was forced to
money.
It is
leave the train ' at Lamy,
on
she
lost
he
that
money
thought
the platforin at the local station, although no report has yet been made
of such a find. Anyone finding this
purse should return it to D. L.
Batchelor, local Santa Fe. agent, as
Miss Abbott will be forced' to remain
at Lamy for several days pending
the sending of money from her parents, if the purse is not returned.

For Particular

SON

re

TICKET AGENTS COMING
p.
On March 10 of next year a special
The funeral of C. L. Comstock, who train of representatives of the Interdied here last weev, was held this national Association of Ticket Agents .Tomorrow night there will be a
will pass through Las Vegas on their regular meeting of Chapman lodge
afternoon from the chapel of J.
& Son.
Rev. Norman Skin- way over the entire TJntted States. It No. 2 A. F. & A. M. All members
ner officiated. The pall bearers were is estimated that over 125 members are requested to be present. J. J.
T. M. Elwoodi, C. V. Hedgcoek, J. T. of this association will be on.1 this Kelly, grand lecturer for New Mexico,
will be present.
Fridenstein, T. C. Carvill, J. G. Shaw special.
The Santa Fe Chamber of Comand J. T. Nelson. Interment was in
the Odd Fellows' cemetery. Odd Fel merce has made arrangements to have
Subi rt) (or The Optic
lows held the services at the grave.
this party visit the Ancient City on
this trip and it has been announced
rfsiistei!a- aa
at
When Miss Jlaude Abbott of Tula- that the association has accepted the
rosa, a Normal student, opened her invitation and will spend several

Have thorn cleaned on
Floor with the

E. LAS VEGAS.

1

QVERGOIT

mUST

Tom Zellers of Rociada was arrest
ed last night by Chief of Police Ben
Coles on the charge of drunkenness,
The president of the Las Vegas hos
and this morning was fined $5 and pital this afternoon stated that the
the costs of the case by Judge D. R. institution will appreciate any donalie was released.
Murray,
tion of cast off clothing as there are
a number of patients there who are
Ludwig VV. llfeld, deputy gam war in immediate need of such garments.
den for this county, ust returned from Night shirts for both men and woma hunting trip, stated this morning en are needed. Underwear for the
that he discovered no quail traps in men can also 'be used to a good adany part of the county. Each year vantage. Any kind of clothing Is acseveral of these traps have been disceptable and will gladly be received
covered, but after a thorough search
bp be hospital.
Mr. llfeld is certain that there are
none, working now.
An examination for
fourth class
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COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
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Come In

District Attorney Charles W. G.
and his assistant, Chester A.
Hunker, are preiaring for the fall
term of the district court for San
Miguel county, which will open on
Monday, November 17. The'criminal
docket will not be heavy, there being
few cases of a reaJly serious nature.

The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold a rehearsal tomorrow night at
8 o'clock sharp.
All members are reto
be
quested
prompt at the city hall

$5.00 REWARD

Just naaasvctl:
fresh

Guaranteed

Me-

today.

--

OF

Adv.

$9.50
$12.50
$15.00 or
$23.00

Mrs. Isaac Lewis has been engaged
as cook at the Merchants cafe. This
'R
a bakery sale insures
good eating, as Mrs. Lewis is
1
butcher shop a
recognized authority on culinary
at 2 p. in
1
things.

St Paul's

not arrive in Las Vegas until 2 o'clock
This derailment was caused by
a broken flange on one of the cars.
Only one coach left the track. Train
No. 1 did not arrive here today until
2:30 o'clock on account of delay on
the eastern lines.

--

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns all
prices.

BEST

The Ladies' Guild of
morial church will hold
in Graaf & Hayward's
Saturday, November 8,

a derailment- west of
Glorieta, Santa Fe train No. 10 did

mm BLiuIETS

f iSt

1

On account of

--

f 0?'

f?W

Sale of millinery lasts 30 days.
Will close out stock at 50c on the
All new goods. No last sea$1.00.
son's stock. Mrs. I,. P. Wright.
Adv.

The Atchison, Topelia and Santa Fe
Railway company lias established an
ngenty at Onava, according to information received from that place today. Residents of Onava rioiT" may
obtain tickets at home without being
forced to pay the necessary
overcharge, as is the case when fare is
paid on the train.

0

-

CHARLES

Try a dram of Old Taylor liourbon
the. Opera, Bar. Adv.

Finch's Golden W'eddiiiig Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Ixbby, of course. Adv.

3

a collection of very neat, artistic Furniture for every room
in the house. It is all strongly and durably built, and the
finish to each article is perfect. We invite inspection,
and should 'be glad to show
you through our large and
varied stock. Every piece is
warranted, and our pieces will
satisfy the most economical.
Carpets, Matting and Rugs
a specialty with us.'

are

you

for

In wood.

i

WE HAVE ON HANi

looking for

William Cullen has purchased the
saloon
formerly owned 'by Fred
Baumbaeh and will operate the place.

tI

1913.

The kind

'r

Everybody drinks Sunnybrook, the
Pure Food Whiskey. Sold by Hugh
Calloway, The Bridge Bar. Adv.

T

f
II i i:

5:47

See foreman of Kearney's Gap
form lumber. Adv.

BAC

1

lamps at

5,

IIeIatsI

tonight.
r

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

if

NOVEMBER

Taichert Has
Your Overcoat

S

lilLly

WEDNESDAY,

""

n

Ll

T"f
Wt

it
P

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

